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Submitter Number: 1
Response ID: 1221614
First Name: Lani
Last Name: Kereopa
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The RAC is tired, it should be so much better - Look at the Tauranga's Bayway! There should be a
decent gym, slides, cafe & eating/picnic birthday party area. The current food area is a disgrace!

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Seriously? Does someone consider these to be 3 options?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
This is bullshit! Wake up, sack that useless Stanis idiot, stop putting shit in clean water & look at
sustainable dry solutions!

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu village needs to be included in this lakefront development!!!!
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Farmers & industry should be charged for the cost of cleaning up our waterways - however you do it,
get it done!

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
What about our urban streams? They are a vital part of our health & wellbeing! Take a look at the
state of them & PLAN to do something to restore & protect them! The restoration & protection of
the Utuhina stream & Ruapeka should be part of the Lakefront development at the very least!
Attachment:
Yes
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Receives Only – No Decisions

Report To:

Komiti Māori

Meeting Date:

24 April 2018

Report From:

Fiona McTavish, General Manager, Strategy & Science

Current state and management of Rotorua urban streams

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide the Committee with information on the state and
management of a number of the streams that flow through the Rotorua urban area. The
report was requested following the Komiti Māori meeting of 10 October where iwi raised
concerns regarding the health of streams in the Rotorua urban area. These concerns
included:


Sediment build up and pollution.



Health warnings related to swimming.



Loss of kai, including koura.



Weed management.

These concerns were related to a number of stream sites, particularly on the Awahou,
Ngongotahā, Puarenga, Utuhina, and Waitetī streams, and it is those streams that are
reported on here.

Recommendations
That the Komiti Māori under its delegated authority:
1

Receives the report, Current state and management of Rotorua urban streams;

2

Notes that staff will continue to work with locally led initiatives to improve the
health of urban streams in Rotorua.

1

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide the Committee with information on the state
and management of a number of the streams that flow through the Rotorua urban
area. The report was requested following the Komiti Māori meeting of 10 October
where iwi raised concerns regarding the health of streams in the Rotorua urban area.
These concerns included;
1
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Sediment build up and pollution.



Health warnings related to swimming.



Loss of kai, including koura.



Weed management.

These concerns were related to a number of stream sites, particularly on the Awahou,
Ngongotahā, Puarenga, Utuhina, and Waitetī Streams, and it is those streams that are
reported on here.

Figure 1: Map of the Rotorua Urban streams.
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Current state
There is a wealth of information on the current state and impacts on Rotorua streams.
The following summary is not all encompassing but is intended to give an overview of
the land use, water quality and ecological health of each of the streams named above.

2.1

Land use
Land use for each of the stream catchments is summarised in Table 1. The dominant
land uses are pasture/arable (largely dairy, sheep and beef) along with exotic and
native forest. Urban and lifestyle blocks are a smaller but still significant land use
overall.
Table 1: Land use summary for Rotorua urban streams.
Awahou

Ngongotahā

Puarenga

Utuhina

Waitetī

Area (hectares)

1,992

7,741

8,214

6,371

6,188

Pasture/Arable

52.0%

43.4%

26.7%

20.8%

62.8%

Exotic Forest

10.4%

12.9%

49.7%

17.6%

1.9%

Native Forest/Scrub

5.4%

32.4%

10.0%

26.3%

21.3%

Urban/ Road/Rail

3.1%

3.4%

6.2%

22.9%

3.8%

Lifestyle/Mixed Landuse

24.2%

7.3%

2.3%

7.0%

7.5%

Horticulture

0.0%

0.1%

0.3%

0.0%

1.5%

Parks and Reserves

0.2%

0.2%

2.9%

5.1%

0.7%

Other

4.8%

0.2%

2.0%

0.3%

0.3%

Catchment

2.2

Water quality and ecology
The water quality and ecological health of each of the streams is summarised in
Table 2. The overall recreational (‘swimmability’) risk, measured using E.coli, varies
widely from low (Awahou Stream) to “Caution” in the Ngongotahā and Utuhina
streams, both of which have health warnings in place. Ecological health, based on
macroinvertebrate communities in the streams, varies from “Fair” to “Excellent”.
Table 2: Water quality and ecological health summary for Rotorua urban streams.
Stream

Sites monitored

Water quality*

Ecology**

Awahou

 Gloucester Road

No longer monitored,
historical information
suggests a low level of
recreational risk.

Not monitored.

Overall recreation risk is
ranked as “Caution”, there
is a health warning in
place due to elevated
levels of bacterial
contamination.

Ecological health is
ranked as “Good to
excellent” (Paradise
Valley Road and
Ngongotahā Domain).

 Hamurana Road bridge
Ngongotahā

 Paradise Valley Road
 At State Highway 26
 Ngongotahā Domain
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Stream

Sites monitored

Water quality*

Ecology**

Puarenga

 Hemo Gorge,
Whakarewarewa

Overall recreation risk is
ranked as “Moderate”.

Ecological health is
ranked as “Fair to
excellent” (Hemo
Gorge).

Overall recreation risk is
ranked as “Caution”, there
is a health warning in
place due to elevated
levels of bacterial
contamination.

Ecological health is
ranked as “Good to
excellent”
(Mangakakahi at
Linton Park).

Overall recreation risk is
ranked as “Moderate”.

Ecological health is
ranked as “Fair” (at
Tupapakurua) to
“Good” (at SH26).

 Forest Research
Institute
Utuhina

 Lake Road
 Mangakakahi at Linton
Park (tributary)

Waiteti

 At State Highway 26
 Tupapakurua (tributary)
at State Highway 25

Ecological health rankings are based on annual macroinvertebrate monitoring* Recreation risk: Moderate
means people are exposed to a moderate risk of infection (between 1 and 5%) from contact with the
water; Caution means people are exposed to a high risk of infection (greater than 5%).
** Ecological health rankings are based on annual macroinvertebrate monitoring.
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Catchment issues and management status

3.1

Land management
The streams in the Lake Rotorua Catchment were a major focus of the Kaituna
Catchment Control Scheme through the 1970s and 1980s. Under the scheme all
stream edges were retired from grazing, fenced and planted to minimise erosion along
the stream edges.
The current land management focus for BOPRC is on Environmental Programmes to
reduce erosion and increase habitat values in stream and terrestrial environments.
Examples of the type of activity undertaken are:


Ongoing erosion control work along stream banks.



Weed control and tree removal - especially where stream flow is impeded.



Phosphorous and sediment detainment bunds.

Note that the Ngongotahā Catchment is now defined as a ‘Special Management Area’
with the main purpose being to better manage erosion and sediment control issues
that are impacting on landowners and the health of the stream.
In addition to this work, the Integrated Framework for Lake Rotorua (including Plan
Change 10, the Incentives Scheme and the Gorse Scheme) will also benefit stream
water quality in the long-term by requiring land owners to reduce nutrient leaching into
waterways and Lake Rotorua, which will largely be achieved by reducing stocking
rates in the catchment. The Regional Council has also previously supported the
sewage reticulation around the lake and has the Onsite Effluent Treatment Plan in
place which contributes to protecting the water quality of these streams.
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Table 3 summarises the main issues and activities potentially affecting water quality
and ecology in each of the stream catchments. The land management status is also
summarised in terms of the catchment area and stream length currently protected by
Environmental Plans. Mapped examples of the Environmental Plan coverage are
shown in Appendix 1 and 2.
Table 3: Summary of issues, activities and land management status for Rotorua urban
stream catchments.
Area of
catchment
protected
by EPs*

Stream
length
protected
by EPs*

Catchment

Land management status and issues

Awahou

Agriculture is the dominant land use in the
catchment most of which is dairy farming.
Relatively new and unstable soils. Issues with
nutrients and sedimentation. The Awahou Stream
(at Taniwha Springs) is a source of drinking water
for the Rotorua urban area.

9%

71%

Agriculture is the dominant land use in the
catchment (dairy, sheep and beef) followed by
exotic and native forest. Issues related to
nutrients, sedimentation, and recreational water
quality.

13%

38%

Exotic forest dominated catchment followed by
agriculture (dairy, sheep and beef). Issues related
to water clarity, recreational water quality and
geothermal activity. A high-profile catchment with
multiple activities including industry, landfills,
urban development and irrigation of the Rotorua
City wastewater. The headwaters of the Puarenga
Stream (at Hemo Springs and Waipa Stream) are
a source of drinking water for the Rotorua urban
area. Alum dosing is undertaken by BOPRC into
the Puarenga Stream to improve the water quality
of Lake Rotorua.

10%

48%

Mixed land use with similar proportions of
agriculture (sheep and beef), exotic and native
forest, and urban. Issues include poor recreational
water quality, sediment and water clarity and
flooding concerns. The headwaters of the
Utuhina Stream (at Karamu-Takina Springs) are a
source of drinking water for the Rotorua urban
area. Alum dosing is undertaken by BOPRC into
the Utuhina Stream to improve the water quality of
Lake Rotorua.

14%

20%

Agriculture is the dominant land use (dairy, sheep
and beef) followed by native forest and scrub. A
large proportion of the dairy/dairy support activity
in the Lake Rotorua Catchment occurs in the
Waitetī sub-catchment. Relatively new and
unstable soils. Issues related to nutrients,
sedimentation, and recreational water quality.

8%

76%

Ngongotahā

Puarenga

Utuhina

Waiteti

* Environmental Plan (EP) information is not completely up to date and should be used with caution
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3.2

Pollution complaints
A list of the reported pollution incidents related to these streams for the past five years
(2013-2017) has been generated from the complaints database. A total of
67 complaints were received as follows:


Awahou Stream - 4 complaints



Ngongotahā - 16



Puarenga - 10



Utuhina - 23



Waitetī – 14.

The most significant complaint categories were for rubbish, sediment, stock access,
oil/fuel spills, offal/dead animals, and trees in the water. A smaller number were related
to sewage and stormwater discharges in the urban area.

4

Response to concerns raised at Komiti Māori

4.1

Sediment build up and pollution
Sedimentation near the mouth of the Utuhina Stream has been raised as a particular
concern. Staff have been involved in a numbers of discussions with the community
and received requests to dredge some areas around Lake Rotorua. Because erosion
and deposition of sediment is a natural (and continuous) process in these geologically
young catchments the advice has generally been that sediment removal cannot be
justified.

4.2

Health warnings related to swimming
As noted earlier, health warnings are in place for the Ngongotahā and Utuhina streams
due to elevated E.coli levels. The source of this contamination reflects the mixed land
uses in these catchments and can include livestock, birds and urban runoff/sewage.
Reducing the extent of this contamination involves a number of management actions
including:


Maintenance and enhancement of stream riparian protection to minimise
contaminant inputs from livestock.



Maintenance of septic tank systems and reticulation where this is feasible.



Minimisation of overflows and leaks from urban sewage systems, and good
management of stormwater systems.

While both the Regional Council and the Rotorua Lakes Council are actively involved
in these activities there is also a need for more vigilance on the part of land and
property owners to ensure that contamination source are minimised.
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4.3

Loss of kai
Aside from oral history, there is little long-term quantitative information on the
abundance of kai in these streams. Monitoring of koura is carried out under the
resource consent for the discharge of alum to the Utuhina Stream. This monitoring has
been undertaken since 2006 and shows that koura are relatively abundant in the lower
reaches of the stream. It is not known how this compares to historical abundance or
whether the size of the koura is adequate for consumption. Monitoring of koura in
Lake Rotorua itself has shown that abundance is amongst the highest of the Rotorua
lakes, being second only to Lake Rotomā.

4.3.1 Weed management
Weeds adjacent to Rotorua’s urban streams are a recognisable problem to anyone
using these reserve areas. While the significant expanse of accessible greenspace
and the urban stream network is a very real asset to the District, it does present a
significant financial challenge for ratepayers. The full value of these areas will only be
achieved with community engagement and leadership in the projects which support
the enhancement of these areas.
Unfortunately, for many of the people that live in these areas, socio-economic
circumstances mean that this issue is of low priority and this does present a further
challenge. Council could invest significant resources in this issue but without real
community engagement that investment wouldn’t be maintained.
Over the years the Regional Council has invested significantly in and supported many
community led initiatives which have sought to deal with these matters. These
initiatives have occurred at Hannahs Bay, Awahou, Utuhina and at various publicly and
privately owned sites around Rotorua. Funds are available to continue to support this
work and staff will continue to encourage and support community led-initiatives.
The new Government intends to invest in the planting of trees and this is something
that Rotorua staff are watching closely, both as residents of Rotorua and as
representatives of the Regional Council as this presents some real opportunities.
Rotorua needs to take full advantage of any opportunities that this initiative of
Government may present for the beautification of these, particularly in terms of
replacing weeds with trees in public reserves. Rotorua Lakes Council will be an
important partner in this.
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Moving forward
The ‘Let’s Clean Rotorua’ movement is a real opportunity to engage people in the
value and ‘clean up’ of these extensive and special urban stream and greenspace
networks in Rotorua. Mr Neville Raethel, a local resident, has established a Facebook
page ‘Let’s Clean Rotorua’ which has in excess of 500 followers and organises rubbish
clean ups along Rotorua urban stream reserves. The rubbish problem in these
streams in Rotorua is one which clearly has the concern of the community.
Regional Council staff have extended an offer of support and participated in
Mr Raethel’s initiative. It has been successful in attracting volunteers to remove a
significant amount of rubbish from local stream reserves and raising awareness in the
community. A record of this success can be found on the Facebook page. Staff are
concerned to ensure that Regional Council involvement is balanced so that the
initiative remains a community-led one and this is the desire of Mr Raethel also.
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While the Regional Council is currently investing significant resources in land use
change in the catchment to manage water contamination, rubbish and weeds in
stream reserves continue to be a concern for the community. Staff will offer support to
the ‘Let’s Clean Rotorua’ initiative and any other initiatives of locals to address this
problem. Complaints of rubbish will also continue to be dealt with appropriately and we
have asked Mr Raethel to direct significant areas of concern, which are more safely
dealt with by professionals rather than volunteers, to the Regional Council.

6

Implications for Māori
The Rotorua urban streams and reserves and the identity, traditions and values of
Māori are intertwined; Rotorua is Māori. This is a matter which requires engagement of
the urban community, particularly in the areas of concern. As mentioned, that does
present a challenge as many of these areas have socio-economic challenges.
Supporting campaigns like that of Mr Raethael’s helps to engage and involve Māori in
this solution and staff will continue to pursue these opportunities.
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Council’s Accountability Framework

7.1

Community Outcomes
This work directly contributes to the Water Quality and Quantity and Environmental
Protection Community Outcomes in the Council’s Long Term Plan 2015-2025 and to
the new Long Term Plan currently under consideration.

7.2

Long Term Plan Alignment
This work is planned under the Rotorua Catchments Activity in the Long Term Plan
2015-2025 and in the new Long Term Plan currently under consideration.
Current Budget Implications
This work is being undertaken within the current budget for the Rotorua Catchments
Activity in the Annual Plan 2017-2018 or Year 3 of the Long Term Plan 2015-2025.
Future Budget Implications
Future work is provided for in Council’s Long Term Plan 2018-2028.

Helen Creagh
Rotorua Catchments Manager
for General Manager, Strategy & Science
Authorised Date
Click here to enter text.
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Submitter Number: 2
Response ID: 1221766
First Name: Kerri Anne
Last Name: Hancock
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Seperate learners pool a must, as well as lovely new toilets. more play structures less of a priority?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development
contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
User pays/ if u want to develop then it’s up to u to include these costs in ur planning

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Keen- but be careful of wai claims 410 and others and ensure Ngati Whakaue is at forefront of
decision making, utuhina and ohinemuyu is protected and enhanced.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Yes yes yes especially parking

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
The space is beautiful- less of a priority for me in terms of big moves but supportive if budget is
there. If skate park is there then needs good maintenance budget to ensure it doesn’t get all rough
looking like current skate park.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
Absolutely- keen to allow this development to happen as commercially as possible to ensure
amazing outcomes.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Defo- seems like a little bit out of Council core business to manage this asset

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Whatever we need to do to deliver our awesome 2030 vision

What would you with the differentials?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 3
Response ID: 1221794
First Name: Yvette
Last Name: Van Vliet
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Prefer that council work with aquatic staff with their proposal for the redevelopment of the Aquatic
Centre.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu needs to be included in the lakefront development. Keep lakeside clear of all
shops/businesses. No drive through for vehicles. Build an amazing park for tamariki, maybe similar
to Hamilton Lake park, it's excellent and is suitable for all.
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Forest is fine the way it is. Start charging tourists that want to walk through, help to cover costs of
maintenance and charge moutainbikers as well to help cover maintenance costs.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This definitely needs an upgrade, maybe integrate Kuirau Park and the Aquatics somehow, working
with iwi.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Don't need another CCO to do this when you've got experienced staff employed by RLC who are on
huge salaries. Make them earn their salaries and do a good job stop looking outside, you've already
got the brains to think outside the square.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
Would partnering up with a CHP but keeping ownership of the units be sustainable to achieve better
services for our pensioners? We need to look after our older people!!

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 4
Response ID: 1221817
First Name: Kahurangi
Last Name: Milne
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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Ohinemutu is a significant feature and culturally paramount to our rohe. Investment and
development of the village must also be considered in particular the lake and river care. Upgrade to
children park as well

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 5
Response ID: 1221862
First Name: Michelle
Last Name: rika
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu needs to be included in this developement

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 6
Response ID: 1221882
First Name: Lee-Anne
Last Name: Bidois
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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he beautification, clean-up, restoration & protection of Ohinemutu village (public areas) including
the Utuhina, Ruapeka & a decent park for our tamariki must be part of any Rotorua lakefront
development!

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 7
Response ID: 1221690
First Name: Ashleigh
Last Name: Grant
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
As long as this money doesn't come from family and community incomes. Keep it locally driven not
privatised!!!!!

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
As long as you can get money, and as long as it means people don't lose their jobs!!

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
I don't know enough to make a decision at this point in time

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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As long as you work with iwi and hapu and also, think about putting in an outdoor exercise/gym ie
look at Levin's public park. It's not all about money.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?
As long as these costs are transparent

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 8
Response ID: 1221962
First Name: Theresa
Last Name: Himiona Rondon-Harvey
Organisation: One Nation Biz NZ

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
More people more profits but! Our communities deserve quality change

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The only historical building in NZ that represents the first geothermal therapuetic baths in the
Southern Hemisphere ever! And is still recognised as that!! To destroy such an iconic historical
building would take the history away from our city x

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Researching for funds for now

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
Overall waste management is our councils responsibility alongside our communities individual
responsibility some people can’t even get to rubbish dump or worse and proven dump anywhere in
the rural areas x so kerbside or better like mamaku

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development
contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
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All

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Ngati whakaue have $100 million asset plus increasing daily so ask them to awhi x as they already
developing the lakefront ie hotel and respite services mini cottage scheme for our elderly x let them
develop coz they our landlords x

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
partnership with tuhourangi and te pumautanga o te Arawa can improve efficiency and effective
policies and resource allocation x tuhourangi and te roro I te Rangi are the owners we just rent!
Maori trusts need to take operational responsibil

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Perhaps wait to see what council and the guardians of kuirau will do in next 5 year watermark
strategy with no expense

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Maybe more consultation with Maori authorities and trustboards PSGE Trust boards � save
ratepayers money not spend it

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
in USA Great Britain Russia x councils buying long term realestate to house permanent residence x
actual planning towards disparities in local economy ie homeless, elder abuse, no health services in
house treatment for elderly residents

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Got more Maori wards now we need maori collaboration and operational allocation of resources to
maori planning initiatives alongside council x lesson ratepayers costs not increase and deliver a Te
Arawa Iwi PSGE collaborative economic development plan x if Maori are meant to be the hugest
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fastest growing economy in 21st century through settlements!!! Millions and billions! Then the
council should make them pay for usage survives as well as ratepayers x only fair x

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Alright not tight though some huge gaps for failure

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 9
Response ID: 1222388
First Name: NIcki
Last Name: Douglas
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This is an iconic building and should remain, exhibitions that are based on the Rotorua's rich history
and natural featurss - geothermal and lakes should be highlighted. Digital is the future -go for it,

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
Lake Tarawera is not just used by residents and water quality needs improvement.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu village is a key cultural and natural attraction and should be included in any
development around the Lake front.
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
a destination playground for kids that is forest based - check out Wellington Destination plygrounds
for inspiration,

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Either way the options need to be developed with iwi.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Council need not be in the social housing market at the cost to the ratepayer.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
The way the options are presented demonstrate that council have not done strong options analysis
across the range of options presented here. There is no graduated approach or room for nuance.
I like many of these but think there is middle group on a number of them. I also do not see a great
investment in community effort to create a city we want to live in? Where is the effort for a reuse
hub? where are the examples of creating a sustainable city? or meeting demands for enhancing our
natural and cultural capital?
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Submitter Number: 10
Response ID: 1222405
First Name: Maxeen
Last Name: Newton
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Provide the costing for a new building

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu be developed as well including the village occupants aspirations for the area.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 11
Response ID: 1222505
First Name: Melissa
Last Name: Bennett-Tauiwi
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Competent management, no job losses. Ratepayers contribute as this facility is an important activity
venue for affordable quality family time.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Property owners are responsible for own sewerage management.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
Community recycling centres, jumbo bins etc.. instead.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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Ohinemutu Village is iconic and should be supported by council, without impact on residents, Marae
and St Faiths Church.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Keep it beautiful and natural , as is support and free of charge.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Some good work done already. Maintain.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Use existing networks and consult with residents and land owners most of all, including Ohinemutu.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
Council should have a facilities manager already. Residents varied needs needs funding through
government health agencies and systems.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Agree but need gradual step change approach and stay nimble within strategies to enable
adjustment for unexpected events eg. Floods and earthquake or eruption possibility. As well
population growth.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Dont have enough total % info to make comment.
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
All of the above projects need funding. If council can find the money in existing rates then good!

Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 12
Response ID: 1225745
First Name: Dan
Last Name: Brazier
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
Consideration of sustainable development incentives - potentially linked to Homestar ratings or
similar. These new builds will have less reliance on the central infrastructure and should therefore
pay less development contributions.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
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Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 14
Response ID: 1226709
First Name: Ann-Maree
Last Name: Wallace
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development
contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
The lake front definitely needs to be upgraded. This should be a major focus of Rotorua.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Again, this needs to be upgraded.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?
Why should not businesses have to pay when all residents will get to enjoy it.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Development contributions should be increased to $10,000 per lot. In Auckland they are $40,000.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 15
Response ID: 1226187
First Name: Don
Last Name: Gunn
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 16
Response ID: 1227189
First Name: fiona
Last Name: cameron
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 17
Response ID: 1230228
First Name: Lizzy
Last Name: Guest
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
There are multiple issues at the aquatic centre. There are very active swim clubs and also swimming
lessons but very little room at times for general public swimming or childrens free play. Frequentlys
stinks of urine. Requires a full redevelopment.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The museum itself is a taonga and should be fully restored. The council should stop prevaricating
and get on with this. Much more important than the Howard Morrision Centre.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
When the change was made to kerbside recycling and waste management it was meant to be at no
extra cost. I would extremely unhappy to then bear the brunt of extra costs for these services.
Rural communities should pay for any extra costs.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Focus on museum and saving costs. The Lakefront is not a current priority. The Maori trusts who
are developing the Lakefront land will reap most of the benefits.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Improve the road entrance and parking. Perhaps as a short term could improve rubbish pick up in
this area. The bins may be emptied but since the treework has opened there is loads of loose
rubbish along the road.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
No. We do not have enough resources. This is not a priority.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Fail to see how there are options for this question! Do not agree to spending 250,000 on this.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Difficult to answer this question. Option 2 is very vague as an answer so can not be utilised.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 18
Response ID: 1233485
First Name: Treston
Last Name: Stokes-Ngatokorua
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?
Demolish and replace it, its the past. give us something that we can put to good use

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
Build the new skatepark, itll bring a rise in our economy through tourism. People travel, we are high
up there for our mountainbiking. why not for skateboarding? It brings our active community
together in a safe place. We have petitions and support!

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
The Kuirau Park upgrade and the development of the new main skatepark is a must! it fits perfectly
with the sports and recreation vision for 2030 as it brings our active community together in a safe
place. We will have a safe place where all wheeled users from professionals to beginners can learn
and practice to their hearts content. We have recently seen a huge increase with our skate
community. We lead in our mountain biking community so lets do the same with our other wheeled
activities. we can do this by achieving this new skatepark. People travel to skate, scoot and ride
bikes. They will travel here. When they travel here its called tourism. They spend money in our shops
for food, for water, for new equipment, they go out sight seeing, doing activities and with our
saturday markets theyll spend their money too. this will boost our local economy! its central, its
good. its where everyone can see it. We have petitions showing that our community wants this, we
have done public workshops with a huge show of interest and ideas on how to make us better, we
have worked with the council to do budgets, location plans, layouts, designs. the whole works. this is
what our growing community needs and this is what the council needs. this perfect fit for your vision
2030 is what we as rotorua needs to progress. put us into the future!
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 19
Response ID: 1233835
First Name: Victoria
Last Name: Travis
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Spend the money to do it properly. Last refit of kids pool already bubbling up. Seems a waste of
money but such a good facility if properly upgraded.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The Museum is too iconic to demolish

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 20
Response ID: 1233851
First Name: Henry thomas
Last Name: Tomsett
Organisation: Kaitiaki adventures

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 21
Response ID: 1234389
First Name: Community Conversation - Rotoma
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Why is maintenance left so long that it requires so large an investment? Shows fiscal irresponsibility.
Support upgrade but hard to trust that it will be done on budget.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
30m is a lot of money. Are the returns worth the investment? Don't spend money unwisely.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Rotoehu was in the plans before Tarawera and yet Tarawera got $6.5m from MfE where is the
support for Rotoehu?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Landfill is serving ppl outside of ROT, are our rates paying for them? Will rates go up again when
landfill closes?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Bringing in Devt Contributions will hinder growth.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Big investment - what are the expected returns? Yes it should be improved but too many examples
of big projects paid for that have to be written off. Be responsible with ratepayers money.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
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Lot of money for this. Spend money wisely - what is the expected return on investment here?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Support an upgrade, but again hard to trust Council will keep a tight rein on spending, and that it will
result in a good end result.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
For the Pedal projects in general, has there been consideration of alternative ways to generate
income - what about levies charged to all tourist operators/businesses to subsidise these projects?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Should pause and think about current Govt's policy on social/pensioner housing. They may see
things differently and be willing to provide funding to Councils for this service.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Too much targeted rating. In Australia we all paid a little in the bucket so that everyone got services.
We do not have enough ratepayers to pay for all the projects that seem to be focused on visitors and
tourists rather than us.
Where's the allocation for climate change / civil defence emergency management?
Where is the clarity on the projected financial returns on investments?

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Rotorua Stadium and SHMPAC - what are the financial returns there? Don't invest ratepayer money
into them if they don't make money.
Move away from targeted rating - we should all pay a little more for everyone's services.
STOP overcapitalising.
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Rotoiti/Rotoma sewerage scheme is target rated, what about OOTF? Or are Rotoiti Rotoma
residents also paying for that in our rates? What about the built in capacity of the planned
treatment plants - will new homes pay within the new capacity limit be target rated AND have to pay
a devt contribution?

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 22
Response ID: 1235329
First Name: Community Conversation - Mamaku
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Not sure about the Aquatice Centre - probably not in the right place in the first place. Fund this Need to improve childrens skills and disabled opportunities. If the land is unstable should it be there.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Definitely fix the museum. Fully restore. Visitors/tourists are here short term - $$ value for residents
from income

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Up grade the Lakefront and provide for all our users. Let the developers pay for the upgrade.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Should consider this one lesser priority and highlight other projects for the city.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
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Your thoughts?
Coffeee caravan take up carparks - Provide a dedicate space- support development

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Sell outof owning the asset. Other can do it betteSupport this but not growing the asset - maintain
and improve. 'Vulnerable transients' who change houses one a year or more - the number of these
people is expected rise - who will cater for these people?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Dave [Cr Dave] I have to say this $67m debt scares the shit out of me. I’ve only been here four years
but the rates are too low, why don’t you put the rates up instead.
Charge visitors/tourists that are benifiting from our place

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Spend more $$ rurally please - Less Urban spend. We need $$ as well.
Museum - Option 1 - 4 stickers
Aquatic - Option 1 2 stickers, Option 2 - 1 sticker
Waste - Option 1 - 2 stickers
Tarawera - Option 1 - 1 sticker
Whakarewarewa - Option 2 - 1 sticker
Kuirau - Option 1 - 3 stickers
Pensioner Option 1 - 2 stickers, Option 2 - 1 sticker, Option 3 - 2 stickers
Lake Front - Optrion 1 - 4 stickers
CCO - Lakefront Option 1B - 4stickers
Differentials Option 1 - 1 sticker, Option 3 - 2stickers
UAGC - Option 1 - 3 stickers
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 23
Response ID: 1236119
First Name: Jonathan
Last Name: Dash
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
I am uncomfortable with another board of business people acquiring a further share of my rates. I
suspect that this organisation will be dominated by iwi and business leaders who will use this
opportunity to get richer. Neither option is favourable.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 24
Response ID: 1236108
First Name: Frances
Last Name: Midgley
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Would prefer option 4, alas it is not listed here

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Ratepayers should not be expected to pay for this development. The businesses that will profit from
the development should pay for it.
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Ratepayers should not be expected to pay for this project.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
This is a tourism project that benefits businesses; therefore tourism businesses should foot the bill
not the poor ratepayers whow are unlikely to benefit.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Not happy with most of these options. Further proof the council does not care about the ratepayers,
they want to use the rates to pay for business ventures. Smacks of "back handers" in my opinion.
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 25
Response ID: 1236145
First Name: Malcolm
Last Name: Midgley
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Sell the building off to a (possibly foreign) investor on condtion the appearance of the building is not
changed. This iconic structure will appeal to investors looking for something special.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Cost should go to the communities receiving the service.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
All new developments will load the existing systems and should therefore pay the contribution.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
If this redevelopment is intended to attract more business and more tourists then is must not be
funded by the ratepayers. The project finance should come from the businesses involve and from
some sort of levy on tourists.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Your thoughts?
Any development in the forest intended to improve the experience for tourists and visitors must not
be funded by the ratepayers. How on earth do the ratepayers benefit from what is clearly a business
venture.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Kuirau park is great as it is. The Saturday market works fine. And I for one am not at all interested in
paying for 'strengthening our connectedness to environment, culture and lifestyle' whatever that
means, perhaps someone could explain.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
The council should keep out of business ventures, I have no confindence in their abilities to run such
an orgnaisation.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Council should not be directly involved in managing a venture such as this, an area where they have
no proven experitse.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I cannot comment on this issue, I have insufficient information on which to base a decision.
However, Council's primary obligation is to the ratepayers, not to funding business ventures.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
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Your thoughts?
Perhaps some part of the domestic rates charge should be dependant on the number of people
living in the property.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 26
Response ID: 1236460
First Name: Jolie
Last Name: Davis
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 27
Response ID: 1236466
First Name: John
Last Name: Miller
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Please end this nonsense and outsource immediately. Council should not be in the business of
running a service it is not an expert in.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
More outsourcing

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 28
Response ID: 1236506
First Name: Louise
Last Name: Sherman
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Charge a nominal fee for locals...$3 kids, $5 adults. All non locals your normal rates.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 29
Response ID: 1236526
First Name: Linda
Last Name: Logan
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to outsourcing and to redevelopment so further 25m pool installed and cafe with healthy food
and drink to be added

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
option 1 only if half is externally funded

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
option 1 but with help with funding from the private sector

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Great asset that needs to be looked after and development to improve access to all but still ensuring
natural environment is protected

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
happy to leave as is

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
sell to CHP with experience who would ensure these housing are a asset and further develop more
for other vulnerable groups

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Council should be looking at businesses and Iwi groups to help provide financial strategy within their
areas. They provide the brains which council can utilise to make decision

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
too much money being used on areas such as airport and outsourcing use the local community skills
to build a better Rotorua. The community love this area and outsourcing to firms in Auckland are
only in it for the money and profits not ensuring a healthy, clean areas for all

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 30
Response ID: 1236621
First Name: Nicole
Last Name: Douglas
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The 1st option NEEDS to happen without outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Just stop spending ratepayers money AS WELL AS putting Rotorua in to massive debt by throwing
money at idiotic ideas...e.g green corridor, mudtopia, the city centre �

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 31
Response ID: 1236632
First Name: sabine
Last Name: willemsen
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 32
Response ID: 1236653
First Name: Karen
Last Name: Nixon
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Management needs to be outsourced, with major staff changes. The centre has the potential to be
great but only if improvements are made.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 33
Response ID: 1236756
First Name: Darren
Last Name: Williams
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
No out sourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Stop the out sourcing and bring infracore back under council no more cco
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 34
Response ID: 1236777
First Name: Trudie
Last Name: Robertson
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The aquatic centre is a fantastic asset to the community and should be upgraded. It provides
excellent learn to swim classes - important since most schools have no pool. An upgrade will
encourage more people to visit. It should also NOT be out sourced.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The building is a heritage site and should be restored if safe to do so. So much is already lost with
new development - time to save something.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
This needs to be scoped further to get a clearer idea of cost and options.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
This would be ok - as long as those recieved the service were the ones to pay for it.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
It would be easier for the cost to be absorded when the development is being built. An ongoing cost
further down the line is hard to stomach.
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
I dont see the need currently to redevelope the lake front - where will this go and how much room
will it take up from the walks/cycle tracks? Part of the charm of the lake is the ability to have walks
so close to the city.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
I dont see the need to develop this area currently - see this as low need for those living in the city. As
a rate payer I would rather spend money on the aquatic centre upgrade.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I think this is a great idea. With an upgrade to the aquatic centre this would create a great
community / fun area close to town. I would like the Kuirau fields to stay available for sport however
- but would be ok with some reduction in size.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
With all the councils current staffing how can this not be managed by current staff? I would not be
happy to have a rate increase for this - seems a waste of money.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
As long as pensioners have no additional cost I see no problem with CHP - the conditions some
pensioners have to live in is disgraceful and an improvement would be welcome.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Wait for the rating review

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Its ok how it is

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 35
Response ID: 1236787
First Name: Jackie
Last Name: Barrett
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
NO to outsourcing.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Use the money for this instead of a great big monstrosity in the middle of a roundabout.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?
It's busy enough as it is.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
General ratepayers fund enough already.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 36
Response ID: 1236835
First Name: Reynold
Last Name: Macpherson
Organisation: Rotorua District Residents and Ratepayers

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
We cant afford it. Let beneficiaries pay for it.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?
Council does not own the land.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
We cant afford it.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Clean up existing CCOs. Close Terax. Inhoues manage Infracore.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
Stick to core services.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Revert to core services. Reduce debt. End subsidies to CCOs and silly ventures.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?
End differentials and make greater use of targeted rates so that beneficiaries pay.
What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 37
Response ID: 1237056
First Name: Noel
Last Name: Lineker
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No outsourcing. Ever.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 38
Response ID: 1237346
First Name: Toni
Last Name: Crengle
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?
Rebuild if we must.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
Or they dump it in the bush! I lived there, I saw dumping! Or farmer bury it or burn it. Let them
recycle!

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Just maintain and keep in clean. It's a nice open space other countries/towns don't have
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
It's a nice space. Maintain

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
That sounds inviting as long as it's an open space so no crime happens...or cameras, lights

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 39
Response ID: 1237565
First Name: Elena
Last Name: Bennett
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 40
Response ID: 1237763
First Name: Simon
Last Name: Lewis
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
Levy the charge when the subdivisions consents are granted

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Recommend working with Scion to revise the design to include the opening up of the CRO property would improve flow, space and parking immensely

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I have always worried about the cost of servicing an ever-increasing debt but this paper puts the
case for increasing debt very well. Keep doing this - telling people the whys and hows of the council
debt and the % of rates required to service it. Good stuff. I do query the 66m on roading (I would like
to understand what this delivers) and the projected smaller rates increases in later years.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
I think fair to keep a marginally higher burden on businesses
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Reduce as afar as possible to reduce the rates burden on lower income families

Further Comments:
Like this approach. Clear and well presented.
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Submitter Number: 41
Response ID: 1237787
First Name: Kathryn
Last Name: Kerr
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Limit growth. Rotorua was nice the size it was, people who live here enjoy it because of its size.
Growth just makes everything too busy and less enjoyable.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
The council is in debt. I don't want more rates increases. There are already enough things for people
to do in Rotorua without getting into more debt and hitting ratepayers to provide yet more 'canned
fun'.
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The enjoyment of the forest is the lack of development. Leave it in peace. The council is already very
much in debt. It is ridiculous to create more debt.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The council is in debt enough already. We are sick of rates increasing. Kuirau Park has already had
improvements done to it.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
No way. I don't see why the council should create another organisation to do its own job. This is a
waste of ratepayers money.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
It is not council's role to provide 'social and other services'. If council sells, it loses an asset and I
would be very concerned that the CHP would then be able to increase rents. I suggest another
option is for council to contract out to the CHP.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Due to the amount of debt that council has I believe council should be concentrating on core
services only. There should be no new projects that would increase debt. Council needs to think of
the ratepayers and consider the pressure an increase in rates puts on them. Surely the well being of
ratepayers should be more important than the projects and the experience for tourists.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
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It is unfair to target certain residents i.e. rural residential. Any increases should be spread fairly and
evenly across every ratepayer.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
I am very concerned that council is continually proposing projects resulting in an increase in debt
and increased rates. Rotorua does not need to be continually restyled and remodeled. Most
residents are happy with the way Rotorua is and are happy with council only providing core services,
no new projects please, no events e.g. mudtopia. Past projects have been poorly thought out and
unnecessary e.g the green corridor. The costs of more projects far outweighs the benefits to Rotorua
residents.
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Submitter Number: 42
Response ID: 1238516
First Name: Paul
Last Name: Gurran
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
We are very concerned about the proposals to develop lakeside housing and other facilities at Lake
Okareka which were included in the draft spatial plan. These proposals were strongly objected to by
the majority of submissions on this plan so we would expect these proposals are not included in the
Long Term Plan. The Long Term Plan does not seem to refer to the spatial plan in detail so it is
difficult to assess whether our objections have been listened to and acted on by removing these
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proposals. I have attached my submission on the draft spatial plan to again register my families
objection to any lakeside development at Lake Okareka.

Attachment:
Yes
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Paul Gurran

Submission to the Draft Spatial Plan
Rotorua Lakes Council
26 November 2017

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
My submission relates to the proposed development in the Draft Spatial Plan that is within
the operative Lakes A Zone. My particular concerns relate to Lake Okareka. I am a
resident who has resided at Lake Okareka with my wife since 2012. We have two adult
children who have left home.
Lakes A Zone
One of the major attractions of Lake Okareka, and the main reason we purchased a
property here to call home, is the fact we thought the Lakes A Zoning gave us assurance
the area would stay very much the way it was when we purchased the property.
I cannot find any mention in the entire draft spatial plan, of the Lakes A Zoning currently in
place. The Lakes A Zone was put in place to protect “lakes that are considered to be of
national importance.” Objectives, policies and rules of the Lakes A Zone aim to maintain or
enhance outstanding natural landscapes and features.”
http://www.rotorualakescouncil.nz/our-services/environment-andhealth/
theenvironment/Pages/Lakes-A-Zone.aspx
I am very surprised this Draft Spatial Plan makes no reference to the current Lakes A
Zoning rules and guidelines. This document now seems to have replaced the Lakes A
Zoning with a ‘Special environment and playground’ area that also includes Rotoiti. Rotoiti
was excluded from the Lakes A Zone, has a far higher housing density in multiple locations
and much less stringent building requirements when it comes to blending homes into the
landscape than are required within the Lakes A Zone.
http://www.rotorualakescouncil.nz/ourservices/planningservices/Landuseandsubdivisio
napplications/Documents/Planning%20Brochures/LakesAZoneDesignGuide.pdf
I am concerned that a development of the scale and location which appears to be indicated
in the draft spatial plan, would adversely impact the unique properties of Lake Okareka,
making it more of a suburb of Rotorua and spoiling the natural landscape and features that
the Lake Zone A designation theoretically provides. This should be fiercely protected by
Council as well as local residents.
Demand for additional homes at Lake Okareka
Page 8 of the draft states “Some lake Okareka residents felt more homes could be added
around the lake if the village character was maintained.” I am very concerned this
document includes such general statements of resident support for development around
Lake Okareka. I know of no-one in the Acacia Road/Pryce Road area who feel this way.
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Comments that do not represent the majority of opinion on this subject should not be
included in documents such as this. This is quite likely the view of a very small and a very
vocal group of people who would benefit financially from development. I heard very
recently that council has conducted a town hall meeting that was not widely advertised. I
was not present at that meeting but have been told that attendance was not large and
certainly only a small subset of residents of Lake Okareka. If council wishes to publish the
views of residents in the draft spatial plan then it should have undertaken a complete
survey of all Lake Okareka residents, before the draft plan was completed. Then council
would be fully appraised of the actual views of the majority of residents.
Furthermore, in my case I only found about the closing of submissions on Saturday 25
November. As a minimum Council should have sent notification of the plan to the address’s
they have on record, well in advance. There are rumours a mail-drop may have been done.
As many residents such as myself do not have a mailbox so we can minimize the rubbish
that ends up polluting our local environment, we would not have received such
information. Similarly, for those residents who get their mail re-directed to other
residences. Many residents are unaware that the draft spatial plan has been open for
comment. Additionally, by referring only to residents in the draft, council does not
acknowledge the property owners at the lake that are non-resident holiday home owners.
This portion of ratepayers value the unspoilt and undeveloped nature of Okareka possibly
even more so than residents.
It is also very hypocritical of Council to on the one-hand impose severe restrictions on the
building of lake edge structures, including suggestions to remove them from the lake,
when at the same time proposing housing development in the very same lake edge
locations.
I oppose the construction of more homes at Lake Okareka on the basis that it does not
match the needs of the local community (Objective 1) and directly conflicts with the
“Objectives, policies and rules of the Lakes A Zone aim to maintain or enhance outstanding
natural landscapes and features.” Further, any development in this location will most likely
be expensive high end dwellings, and will not address the housing needs of the wider
Rotorua population.
Homes that match our needs
Rotorua has a very real need for affordable housing that is not being met. Adding luxury
lakeside homes at Okareka will not address this need. The New Zealand building industry
is barely able to meet current demand. Adding luxury homes at Okareka will draw scarce
building resources away from other projects as luxury homes are more profitable to build.
This will put further price pressure on the building market and increase build costs for
new housing, making it less affordable. Let’s not make the same mistake as Auckland and
have our planning guided or influenced by developers who obtain approval for developing
areas where there is the least resistance, generally due to a low population who are averse
to complaining. Housing and development should concentrate on increasing the density in
areas already developed and at the same time taking the opportunity to invigorate these
city communities that in many cases just need a change in focus to instigate and foster a
new community awareness.
I oppose development at Okareka as it will conflict with the objective of building homes
that match the need of lower income residents.
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Demand for an enhanced neighbourhood centre
Page 20 states that “Residents of lakes Okareka, Rotoiti and Rotoma have requested
consideration for an enhanced neighbourhood centre.”
As discussed above, this is likely the view of a small percentage of vocal residents who will
benefit from development opportunities. Also as above my unofficial canvassing of
residents confirms a contrary opinion that there is little real demand for a neighbourhood
centre when the current hall and tennis court complexes are not fully utilised.
Lake Okareka is not short of community facilities. Currently the Lake has the following:
- Community Hall
- Child Care Facility
- Tennis Club
- Rural Fire Brigade
- DOC camping ground managed by the local community
- Waka Ama canoe club and facilities
- A Community Association LOCA for residents to meet and share views
- Landcare Okareka which conducts regular working bees with a social emphasis
- Boat ramp reserve that acts as a community social hub
- Award winning walking tracks (constructed by the community itself)
- Several beaches, many with cooking and toilet facilities
Lake Okareka did have a general store near the boat ramp and rural fire station. This
closed due to lack of trade and the same fate would likely await any new enterprises. The
demand is just not there in such a small community that is only ten minutes to the many
shops at the Te Ngae Redwoods Centre.
Construction of shops where the demand does not support it would create vacant
commercial space. ‘To Let’ signs on buildings serve to undermine a neighbourhood’s
vitality and create an eyesore. Any attempt to create a new artificial neighbourhood centre
would detract from the existing community focus points and diminish community
cohesion. The adverse effects on community fabric would be significant – heavier traffic
volumes, service traffic, road widening, new footpaths street lighting, and more.
I oppose the construction of a neighbourhood centre at Lake Okareka on the basis that it
does not match the needs of the local community (Objective 1) and that it will fragment
and deflate the existing community focus points (objective 2). A “Village Atmosphere” is
incompatible with additional development and population. Villages are defined by low
population in a rural setting.
Location of proposed development
Page 19 Map shows lakeside areas for development.
This area is not suitable for development for several reasons.
1. This is a significant bird wetland that supports native wildlife and threatened species.
2. Housing in this location would adversely impact the visual landscape and amenity
values.
3. Housing in this location will add new pollutants to the lake and adversely affect water
quality. Storm water is reticulated into the lake.
4. Housing nearby would compromise the award winning Okareka Walkway.
5. Both residents and visitors value the walkway and wetlands for passive recreation.
I oppose the subdivision of land and construction homes and neighbourhood centre at the
location indicated beside Lake Okareka because it does not enhance our playgrounds and
environment (objective 3) and directly conflicts with the “Objectives, policies and rules of
the Lakes A Zone aim to maintain or enhance outstanding natural landscapes and
features.”
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Enhancing our Environment with a National Park
Rather than wind back the Lakes A Zone protection that exists I implore Council to further
enhance it with the creation of national parks around all of Rotorua’s lakes except Rotorua
and Rotoiti. Rotorua and Rotoiti both have significant development and are able to
accommodate additional housing. The remaining lakes are in much lower states of
development and are where council can advance its goal of Enhancing our environment.
(objective 3)
Land Use Change
Subdividing farmland into residential sections will not serve future generations. As
populations grow and demand for food rises humanity will need more land under
agriculture, not less. Turning highly productive farmland into streets and sections only
worsens the problem. This is such an important sustainability issue that several
environmental rating tools for buildings exclude buildings that are built on farmland. They
simply cannot be rated.
Subdivisions work against councils third objective of enhancing our environment.
Improving Water Quality
A thorough survey of Lake Okareka residents revealed that their top priority was lake
water quality. Added housing can only add pressure to the lake and reduce it’s water
quality.
A better use of the farmland proposed for development would be to regenerate native
bushland to both filter farm run-off and further enhance the natural landscapes and
features. Such a measure would support councils third objective of enhancing our
environment.
Disturbance from building
Any noise at Okareka is magnified by the water and topography to reverberate around the
settlement. Construction at a new subdivision could go on for decades and the associated
noise would be heard throughout the entire settlement. This would impact the serenity
that residents enjoy and makes Okareka the special place that it is to live in and visit.
About LOCA
The Lake Okareka Community Association (LOCA) has not consulted with its membership
or the wider community on the issue of the draft spatial plan. Any submission from LOCA
should be qualified with the fact that they have not attempted to engage with the Okareka
community on this topic and so are unable to speak for the residents of Okareka.
Yours Faithfully,

Paul R Gurran
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Submitter Number: 43
Response ID: 1238530
First Name: Dylan
Last Name: Jackson
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development contribution will be
charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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I'd like to be involved with park developments personally. If you could contact Dylan Jackson at
contact@djackson-art.nz I would greatly appreciate it.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
I'd also like to be involved with redwoods developments. If you could contact Dylan Jackson at
contact@djackson-art.nz I would greatly appreciate it.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Again, I'd like to be contacted for this as I have some developments I'd like to get approved. Email
Dylan Jackson at contact@djackson-art.nz

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
No opinion

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 44
Response ID: 1238961
First Name: Kate
Last Name: Gore
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
An absolute must. A tourist icon and an invaluable asset to Rotorua

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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Another very busy area for locals and tourists. I see many wandering but there is nothing to attract
them.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
This area has huge local ind national impact. Open to huge developement.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I have seen geo-heated pools and play areas in other countries. Rotorua should be leading the way.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
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Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
I am concerned at the amount of effort being put into youth activites to the detriment of the
elderly. We are an aging population and maybe it is time for the youth to develop their own
amusements. (we manged in our time!)
I have seen some amazing outdoor gym equipment in other countries. Positioned in parks and
suburban areas where the elderly can easily access them. I have sent photos to Ingrid Tiriana. I
would love to see this discussed and maybe offered to a manufacturer to design and build the
equipment.
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Submitter Number: 45
Response ID: 1238911
First Name: Te Rua
Last Name: Wallace
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
I can't comment on this as it has no effect on me.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
No comment

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
No comment

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
No comment

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 46
Response ID: 1239200
First Name: Charles
Last Name: Te Kowhai
Organisation: I am of Ngati Te Roro O Te Rangi and Ngati Ngararanui, hapu of the Ngati Whakaue
Iwi.

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
NO TO OUTSOURCING OF MANAGEMENT.....KEEP OUR POOLS COMMUNITY OWNED & OPERATED

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
YOU CAN SPEND 7.5M ON REDWOODS UPGRADE AND HAVE STARVED AQUATIC CENTRE OF
INFRASTRUCTURE REINVESTMENT FOR YEARS. GET YOUR PRIORITIES RIGHT. TOURISM IS NOT
COUNCIL CORE BUSINESS
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The options you give in this LTP feedback document are mischievous in that they are limited in scope
and inadequate.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Option 3 - dont do it at all. Get your priorities focussed on essential services and get on top of debt.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
Status quo with further investigation into Option 2 to follow. Pensioner housing is important for the
community.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Stop subsidising the tourism sector with huge investment in redwoods/ biking projects / and
cranworx. These are discretionary areas of spending. Demand the private sector and interest
groups to funds these discretionary projects and get them out of the LTP budget. Get the public's
confidence to return to RLC with conservative public spending in line with core community services,
if you don't know what these are, then that in itself is a big problem which will require a change of
leadership in Council at the highest levels.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
NOW YOU ARE MAKING A BIT MORE SENSE!

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
You dont provide any context for the other options in terms of possible pro's and con's.

Further Comments:
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I am extremely upset about the political and management leadership and subsequent policy
directions being implemented by the Mayor and her CE. I would suggest that they practice what
they preach, i.e. Tatou Tatou! Your outsourcing strategy with an emphasis on a top heavy
management structure is unaffordable and unsustainable, whilst at the same time you are looking at
stripping core services and seeking to outsource these to the private sector. Unacceptable
behaviour.
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Submitter Number: 47
Response ID: 1239255
First Name: Douglas
Last Name: McHardy
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Must add second deep pool. February - May its booked solid with school groups and swim groups
and when you do get a booking they will allow others to extend their booking into yours.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Option 1 assumes households have $19k available i for one don't. Option 4 continue as is.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 48
Response ID: 1239262
First Name: LTP Briefing - Iwi Group (Pukeroa Oruawhata Trust)
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Support development, but concerned with the trend of Council deferring maintenance on assets for
so long. Maintenance important - why put money in if you're not going to keep it in good condition.
What's the budget for maintenance going forward?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
$30m for the museum is a lot. Don't believe the old building warrants the expenditure - could build
new at that cost. As famous as it is, it is also a reminder/wound of the misuse of the reserve.
What's the ROI?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Where is the information on investment opportunities for wastewater infrastructure?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
DCs may stifle growth. And a lot of greenfield devt will be Māori land & DCs will be another
roadblock for land that is already hard to develop. Think too abt the scale of devt; larger scale devt
(e.g. 50+ or 100+ houses) shld cost less per property

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
POT should be involved at all levels in any lakefront devt.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Your thoughts?
Would prefer to see tourism businesses be taxed for expenditure on tourism facilities like this.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Would prefer to see tourism businesses be taxed for expenditure on tourism facilities like this.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Good to attract funding for projects. Would like to see tourism businesses taxed for expenditure on
tourism facilities.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Maintenance programme with appropriate budget for all the assets we'll be investing in is needed so
that we don't repeat mistakes.
What is the projected ROI for all that is being invested in?

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
We have some concern with this, good that business rate isn't changing because as the largest rate
payer we were very affected by rating change to capital values in the last few years.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Would like to see geothermal heating thoroughly investigated and seriously considered for the city.
Important to take into account the effect of DCs on Māori land development.
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 49
Response ID: 1239324
First Name: LTP Briefing - Iwi Group (Tuhourangi Tribal Authority)
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
This is a significant investment, but agree the museum is iconic and needs work. Will you look after
it once it's improved, or will we need to put in another $30m in 10 years time?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Continue to look for more funding.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
How might whenua Māori be affected incl lands returned to iwi through settlement?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Would be good to see it improved - $21m is a lot. Could it be spread/staged over a longer period of
time?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Support devt, would like to see what it will look like though before funds are committed. Does it
have to be done in the first few years?
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Why a CHP, why not iwi. Or a CHP in partnership with iwi. We have interest in investing in
pensioner housing.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
All the projects are in the first half of the LTP - is this necessary? Perhaps prioritise differently, give
some breathing space if some projects run over budget early on.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Consider iwi for investment partnerships.
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Submitter Number: 50
Response ID: 1239361
First Name: LTP Briefing - Iwi Group (Ngati Rangiwewehi)
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Think beyond a cycleway to connect the lake to the forest. What about a gondola (or other sort of
tourist transport experience) from city to forest?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
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How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Council should consider grey water recycling and rain water tanks for new builds. In the outback
councils give money to houses to install such things. Saves money in the long run - less pressure on
waste water treatment and storm water systems.
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Submitter Number: 51
Response ID: 1240034
First Name: LTP Briefing - Iwi Group (Te Arawa Lakes Trust Management)
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
The health of the lakes should be paramount to all of us, especially those who have the privilege of
living there.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Concerned about the impact of such a policy to multiply owned Māori land.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Lakefront development is good, but any such devt must not impede the interaction of Māori/tangata
whenua with the lake. The waka taua must have clear access to lake. Ngati Whakaue whanui - not
just business arm, must be involved in devt decision making

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
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Your thoughts?
Kuirau park has always played an impt role for tangata whenua and whanau. Be good if
families/whanau primarily benefit from the upgrade, not just visitors to the city.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Whakaue whanui (not just business arm) needs to be represented.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
There are iwi that may have an interest in this space.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Effects from severe weather and other events resulting from climate change - council should plan for
this in its financial strategy.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 52
Response ID: 1240039
First Name: Dianne
Last Name: Western
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
No to out sourcing. If you got a manager that wasn't affiliated to one swim club and was interested
in all users there would be a better outcome for all users.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Not usre. All options are a lot of money. rates increases again. I just don't think the economy can
afford everything at once.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
Rerewhakaaitu here. Would like the service. If it is just the $172.75 and we didn't have to subsidize
thou out rates the urban service. As we do now so I believe.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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Not to keen on all these projects rolled out all at once. Nice to have but ratepayers pay for it and
large jumps in rates are not acceptable.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Option 1 is like a commercial operation No natural state not commercial operation.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
we can't afford all these plans. My rates have gone up $2000 in 6 years. I live in the country and
don't use these.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
why still needed?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Stick to the basic. Stop funding everything that is not core services

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
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Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 53
Response ID: 1240043
First Name: Rita
Last Name: Gamlen
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
Make it sustainable. The housing crisis in our community is already rampant and we need to look
after our most vulnberable. Kaumatua included!!

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
The vision for our community needs to be what is important to all the community, not just the select
few who make decisions from the top or who are influenced from there. When community groups
or individuals fail to engage, engage from Council point differently. Look at it not as communities
failing to engage but council delegates failing to engage. Get everyone's input.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 54
Response ID: 1240345
First Name: Graeme
Last Name: Holdaway
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I would prefer that basic parts of the pool be very low cost while other theme park type features
should carry a high cost and may be privately owned or operated.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I would prefer that this building was wholly council owned and operated and that all funds be
borrowed and paid off against increased tourist entry fees.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
Most of the properties appear to be owned by non-residents of Rotorua.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
The city dump should be free for domestic use.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
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Your thoughts?
Rotorua is a very minor destination for world tourism so we should not go crazy. The village green
should not be jeopardized and the lakefront should not be turned into an entertainment area. The
rowing club, soundshell and cafe need removal.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Cycleway development should focus on: 1. routes likely to attract tourists, such as trails 2. routes
used by school children; NOT routes which we hope tourists will use but cause a lot of expense and
trouble, like the cycleway through the CBD.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The new outdoor market facility must be completed before the old one is removed. This market
should continue to be operated at minimal charge to vendors.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
A CCO is OK but is probably unnecessary and with such an iconic and sensitive land area it presents a
risk.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Urgently investigate a Housing Corp takeover. These should not be sold to a private provider under
any circumstances.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
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Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Council must not neglect its social responsibility; all development plans must ensure that locals,
especially students and the elderly, access base-level services for free or at low prices. Add-ons can
be charged for by private providers, but council must not sell off its control of such ventures.
Council must urgently attend to issues around school pedestrian and road traffic and parking; there
are inadequate crossings and parking berths in particular. Tourist drivers and pedestrians are
becoming a danger: markings on crossings should be standardised as much as possible as it is
difficult to know what is a crossing and what is not; heavy tourist areas near the lakefront/CBD need
many more railings to prevent tourists from walking into traffic; "look right" signs need to be
installed before roundabouts. Council needs to discuss the sustainability of the polytechnic with the
new operators and the minister: many more jobs could be lost as international students are directed
to Tauranga and as a retrenchment rather than a growth mentality prevails; free bus travel for
students must be reinstated; special rates or other incentives should be offered to ensure the
building programme recommences. The rubbish tip must be made more affordable and rubbish
dumped around the region must be picked up more swiftly.
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Submitter Number: 55
Response ID: 1240582
First Name: Ian
Last Name: Kusabs
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development
contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
Strongly support Rotorua Lakes Council vision for the lakefront. Rotorua needs a vibrant Lakefront
for tourists and residents.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Strongly aghree, however, peak hour traffic on Te Ngae Road and at Tarawera Roundabout is
required as well. Additional Redwood/Tarawera traffic will only exacerbate this problem.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Strongly agree.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
No opinion, as long as it moves forward.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Rotorua has progressed well over the past 5 years or so and is becoming an increrasingly busy and
vibrant city. Upgrading the lakefront, Kuirau Park, the Museum (the most photgraphed building in
New Zealand) and Redwoods will be great for residents and toursts alike.
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Submitter Number: 56
Response ID: 1241200
First Name: Paul
Last Name: Johnson
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 57
Response ID: 1241744
First Name: Community Conversation - Ngongotaha
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Tired of paying for this - no value,

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
The lakefront and any increase in activity will deminish the shoreline,

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
These facilities need to include Youth!
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Don't support CCO, not sure about this,

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Not sure about pensioner housing

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Mental illness and social issues will rise if rates go up.
Need tourist levies so we get the funding from the areas that benefit from our facilities

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Aquatic Option 1 - 3 stickers, Museum Option 1 - 2 stickers, Tarawera Option 1 - 3 stickers, Rural
Waste Option 3 - 3 stickers, Lakefront Option 1 - 1 stickers, Forest Option 2 - 1 stickers
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Submitter Number: 58
Response ID: 1242164
First Name: Hugh
Last Name: McGuire
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I think the aquatic centre staff had been wanting to maintain the environment at this place. It was
last upgraded when spa facilities opened in 2004-ish. There were talks of hydroslides etc. But right
now, let's set aquatic centre right.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I think the Rotorua Museum should be funded between ratepayers and taxpayers. Rotorua has fair
share from tourism, but it should work with the government and let's do a similar way that
Christchurch did with the Anglican cathedral.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
This will be supported by targeting rates on waters. It's important that Tarawera treats their lakes as
this became a popular destination to visitors to swim, fish, events and recreations.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
Rotorua's rural communities deserves more than they wished for. Also, just incase of illegal dumping
it's immenent that they need to rubbish and recycle from their kerbside. I would see targeted rates
in place.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
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Your thoughts?
If Rotorua builds more homes, it's possible for them to have water facilities and clean rivers. Rotorua
has done more success on recreational facilities as they opened Motion Entertainment in Lynmore,
and I want their facilities to be maintained at times

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The lakefront doesn't look too flash since they're like that as long as I can remember. The facility
building was at least used and has a basic cafe for everyone to go to. Developing a lakefront would
be apparent for us as Rotorua grows.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
It would be convenient for cyclists to use cycleways to get to this place, and everyones been doing it
every time they ride to the Redwoods. If they take cars there wouldn't be any room at least.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Since the last time, there was Toot n' Whistle - closed in 2004, and the playground transformed and
relocated. It would be nice to improve Kuirau park but it's difficult between hazards, like mud, and
circumstances between aquatic centre and Saturday.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
A CCO to develop the CBD and Lakefront is a radical idea because option 1b would be cost-effective
to manage the council's subsidy. It would be an ideal targeted rate for the CBD to pay for its
development and lakefront.
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What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
I would support a 'mixed economy' style on Rotorua's assets because the cost is too high to manage
them. I would see social and state housing, and I would see private and public investment to reduce
burden of ratepayers in Rotorua.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
I would see lower rates to make Rotorua affordable to everyone to live, build and prosper.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
That would be a balance of the Rotorua economy due to it's 10 year plan.

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 59
Response ID: 1242181
First Name: Trudi
Last Name: Wilmshurst
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 60
Response ID: 1242632
First Name: Paula
Last Name: Popata
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No to Outsourcing

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Do up the pools
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
So A CCO Makes no sense then

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
Looking after the most needy is sustainable always!

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 61
Response ID: 1242832
First Name: Joanna
Last Name: Johnson
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
Redevelop in the next round and focus on more important things now. Patrons won't stop using
pools but tourists need a museum and our city needs tourists.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Restoration needs to happen and we can't/shouldn't avoid it. This should be a priority for funds.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
Not a priority for funds at present and have survived this long without it anyway.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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Not a priority for funds when we have greater needs at present. What is the projected income from
this investment? Perhaps could focus on city attractiveness when our needs are less

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 62
Response ID: 1243614
First Name: Anne
Last Name: Hunt
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I prefer Option 1 as far as upgrading of pools and similar facilities, I do not think money needs to be
spent o n extra play facilities as the purpose of going is to swim.I have swum there for 38 years and
the main issues are cleanliness and safety

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I have worked at the Museum as a guide for 10 years and appreciate the need for this facility for
both locals and tourists. It wouls be nice while it is closed if a temporary building could display some
items from off-site storage on a rotational basis

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I like option 1. It is important tourists get a great impression of our town
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Agree with option 1

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
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Response ID: 1243957
First Name: Maylene
Last Name: Ash
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
I live in Ngakuru and desperately want rubbish collection so I'm not sure how you come to the
conclusion that we don't want it. How about a collection point for residents who want to use it, or
discounted rates at the dump?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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The lakefront has a lot of potential and at present is greatly underutilised

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 64
Response ID: 1243988
First Name: Ivy
Last Name: Brown
Organisation: Pensioner

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
Cost to rate payers matter. 7.86% for people trying to hold on to their homes is an awful lot.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Please be aware of the debt Rotorua already has.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Rotorua Council has one of the highest over all debt in New Zealand. Please take this into
consideration.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
Rural areas have never had waste services which reflects in their rates.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
This should be part of the subdivision or building costs.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
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Your thoughts?
This plan could be considered when our debt is under control. Not when the rates are being
impacted by 7.86%.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Put this on hold until the area's debt is well down.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Hold off until Rotorua Council can afford this project.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
If this project is not done, then there will not be this excessive cost.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
Keep existing pensioner housing and encourage CHP to provide more.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
Individuals and businesses have an income to keep to.
Instead of setting rates to suit the council spending, I feel the council should be spending within its
existing budget. Please be aware of the poverty in this district before committing poor rate payers to
more expense. The population is growing in this area with the facilities we have now which means
people are satisfied with the amenities as they are. There seems to be blocked ears when this point
of view comes up. At some stage in their lives the councilors must know of people or have been
themselves on a limited budget. Also,I am interested in knowing what percentage of the annual
rates goes into servicing debt.

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 65
Response ID: 1244464
First Name: Frederick
Last Name: Shilton
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I think we should be investing more at the aquatic centre, an extension to include hydroslides etc so
that it becomes a destination in its own right as well as a local learn to swim pool

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Let's restore the building to retain a local treasure.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
Should be funded by central government to support the lake cleanup.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
Why extend to only some rural, all or none?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?
Should only relate to completely new development, infill development should be encouraged first by
making the process simpler.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Your thoughts?
The lakefront should be a premier attraction for the city, there needs to be a better connection from
the city to the lake including dining facilities down to the lake front and loads of shared space.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Leave as it is with only minor changes to improve safety and cycling links

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The area works well as it is, we don't need more skate park facilities constructed on borrowed
money.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
What is the payoff for ratepayers?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
Manage this in house

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
Business should contribute more to support the city they operate in.

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 66
Response ID: 1245131
First Name: Cara
Last Name: Edwards
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
I live at Atiamuri and definitely want the service! We have a small lifestyle block and no means of
disposing of household rubbish. It’s unacceptable that I’m a ratepayer and have no options available
to me

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Council needs to manage their finances more responsibly. It’s not sustainable to be increasing rates
every year. We already had an increase to cover the cost of the museum closure and I would bet
money we won’t get a reduction when it re-opens. Council needs to learn to live within their means
just like any other household or business.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
As a rural ratepayer why should my rates increase when you are providing nothing extra to my area?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
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Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Very disappointed that there will be no rubbish collection for us in the next 10years. The cost is very
reasonable and there should be no reason it can’t be offered to all rural ratepayers. I really hope
there will be a turnaround on this decision to exclude ngakuru, Horohoro and upper Atiamuri.

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 67
Response ID: 1245181
First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Trott
Organisation: Retired

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Hello RLC
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We are a couple of pensioners who live at 18 Duggan Drive, Owhata, Rotorua 3010.
We are shocked that the proposed rate increase is an overall average of 5.6%, as stated in the Tatau
Tatau brochure that we received recently. That is a huge increase for us pensioners. But on reading
further, the residential portion of the proposed increase is actually 50% more than that at 7.86%.
That is a tremendous annual increase that quite honestly we will struggle with. Our pensions are not
going up 8% to compensate.
Then we went to the RLC website and entered our address into the rates calculator and the answer
there is an estimated 11.76% rates increase. Gee, this nightmare is getting worse and worse..!! I
know that we receive a rebate, but the proposed increase is still 11.76% on what we now pay. What
is going on? Does the council want pensioners to sell up because we can’t afford to pay the rates?
We are very worried and quite confused.
Andrew & Sue Trott

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 68
Response ID: 1245319
First Name: June
Last Name: Morrow
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This needs to be restored ASAP as the Council are losing a lot of income while it is closed plus it is a
big part of Rotorua's history.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Sure it needs an upgrade after the Soundshell & Scout Den are demolished, but I strongly believe the
museum & the Performing Arts Centre need to be done first as we generate income from both of
these projects

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I still believe The Museum & Performing Arts centre are the most important issues here because
they generate income which we badly need

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 69
Response ID: 1245321
First Name: Terry
Last Name: Hammond
Organisation: Lakeland Queen

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 70
Response ID: 1246068
First Name: Annette
Last Name: Bates
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Has needed an upgrade for donkeys years. Get to it!

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Pump some funds from central government and get this done pronto, its' our most famous
landmark, too valuable to neglect now.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?
To cope with the grow surely new housing is required, thus you need to encourage new building not
levy and discourage with extra expenses

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
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Your thoughts?
Spend the money instead on creating a waterfront to be proud of in Hamurana, where the beautiful
Hamurana Springs attract hundreds of visitors. Create a Cyway right around the lake so our Cycling
visitors can access the whole lake.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The charm of Whaka forest is that it isn't heavily developed and it feels like an untouched
wilderness. A hub is for the CBD, let it BE!!!

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
More facilities to encourage our young people outside and off the computer games, as well as
encouraging older young people to return.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?
There must be better options than hitting business people all the time!!!

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Apply levies to every bus full of tourists, so that the expenses of roading, parks, sewerage, lake
quality initiatives, etc is not just a financial burden to the Council and ratepayers. Also apply levies
to campervanners using the free parking facilities, such as behind The Arts Village, Hamurana
Reserve and the NZMA camp at Ngongotaha - why is it FREE???

What would you with the differentials?
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Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
If you're expecting growth why would you increase costs to development, residential and business?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
What should I be levied more than my neighbour if he choses to neglect his property and I chose to
improve my property? Everyone on the same fixed charge.

Further Comments:
I encountered a young Chinese visitor on my way home to Hamurana, she had been assaulted and
robbed by a young man biking past her. SHe was making her way around the lake to see the
Hamurana Springs - SHOCKING!!! Yes, and police were called and her cellphone recovered - but
damage was done to our reputation as a nice place to visit. Why not join the dots,,,create a Cycle
Way right around Lake Rotorua - something to be proud of, something that the Marathon runners
can run safely on and cyclists visiting our Mountain Bike Mecca can enjoy too. It would connect the
Ngongotaha, Hamurana and Okawa Bay areas to Rotorua and make us all feel AS ONE with
ROTORUA!!!

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 71
Response ID: 1246621
First Name: Paki
Last Name: Inia
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 72
Response ID: 1247072
First Name: Rosemary
Last Name: Tolland
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I support Stages 1&2 but I don't believe Stage 3 is justified.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This beautiful, iconic building should be restored and reopened as soon as possible. It's a tragedy
that it's been closed for so long.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
The extent of illegal dumping in the Rotorua district is appalling. As well as kerbside collection,
Council should consider holding bi-annual hard waste collection days.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
Subdivisions should be encouraged because more housing is required to support population growth.
However developers should pay for the additional infrastructure.
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The lakefront is the jewel in Rotorua's crown but is currently tired and outdated. I support the
redevelopment, but please ensure it is more user friendly than the City Focus upgrade. Pedestrians
and cars should be kept separate!

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
I don't support Council funding this project. Council should not be borrowing $5M to undertake it.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I support the redevelopment of Kuirau Park. However it needs to be done sensitively with an
emphasis on native vegetation & Maori culture. It is too unique to be turned into a kitch "fun park".
Skate park should not be built here either.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
I don't believe that a CCO will deliver value for money. Likely to be a talkfest with no real
deliverables.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
the provision of social housing should not be part of Council's core business.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I'm not impressed by the proposed rate hikes. I believe that Council should be more prudent in its
spending and deliver better value for money, rather than big flashy projects that end up being white
elephants eg the inner City cycle way and the City Focus redevelopment.
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Please stop wasting ratepayer funds appealing Plan Change 10. This plan change is required to
restore the water quality in Lake Rotorua & RLC needs to stop playing politics & get fully on board
with the Rotorua Te Arawa Lakes Programme.

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 73
Response ID: 1247076
First Name: paul
Last Name: baker
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
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Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
It astounds me that in this climate of a national housing crisis you are contemplating selling their
units for elderly.citizens. Here we have many of the most vulnerable, some in the twilight of their
lives

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
t astounds me that in this climate of a national housing crisis your Council should be contemplating
selling their units for the most vulnerable, the elderly.citizens.Earning the right to stand tall in this
beautiful city by opening your eyes to the real needs of the community is a far worthier legacy than
spending money on expensive structure

Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 74
Response ID: 1247254
First Name: Jeff
Last Name: Alexander
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Great community upgrade and needs future proofing otherwise will cost more in the long run. Well
used facility so spend the money, but currently is badly managed!(another issue!)

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The seismic should have been identified 5 years ago like all of the private buildings built pre 1975
that were given a strict timeline to have these types of issues identified and actioned!!. FIX it quickly,
it was NZs most photographed building

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?
Opt 2, this is what was done for Okeraka community why should it not be the same for Tarawera
community. This lake needs help, it has algae issues we need to take action NOW! The community
have received some funding from Cent Govt already!

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Developement is needed but needs to be prioritized , we can't do everything. Should have used the
cycleway money for this instead!

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Developement is needed but needs to be prioritized , we can't do everything. Should have used the
cycleway money for this instead!, Also Iwi should contribute as its there land.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
do the lakefront and Forest option first

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?
CCO might make them more answerable! and productive. Its should be funded by all of rotorua not
targeted.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Private will do a better job! Make sure council staffing is reduced once sold, not like the Museum
and SHMPAC staff we still have for buildings that are no longer operating!!

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 75
Response ID: 1247268
First Name: Michelle
Last Name: Howe
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Need to be more conservative in approach to spending

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Museum is a priority I believe as it attracts tourism
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Submitter Number: 76
Response ID: 1247466
First Name: Rahui
Last Name: Te Kani
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This should be a new brainer. That building is iconic and every effort should be made to restore it as
soon as possible

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
The word those is misspelt.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I am particularly pro putting funding in to either building new Skatepark's or improving/expanding
the ones we currently have.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Some mix of option A and C where it thecost is split

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 77
Response ID: 1247534
First Name: Tim
Last Name: Day
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 78
Response ID: 1247553
First Name: Ben
Last Name: Sherwood
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Such a shame it have been left so long for the repair / upgrade work. I would like to know what sort
of revenue is currently generated and what is projected after the upgrade works?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Such a focal point for Rotorua, full restoration is the only option

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?
This option (2) would then be in line with other sewerage projects in the lakes area. Council should
also seek other funding options for this project

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
Far easier for the whole community to be on the same system

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
RLC has missed the boat on this topic and should have been charging development fees on the new
developments in Lynmore and Pukehangi. This would have injected revenue to upgrade / improve
the existing storm water and sewerage systems for the city
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The lakefront is tired compared to similar tourist areas both in NZ and overseas. The Eat Streat vibe
flowing out and along the lakefront would be amazing

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Fully support this, the jewel in the crown of Rotorua for families. Better links into the city is a must

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Another great plan. Hope that security will be increased in this area, especially for visitors to our city.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
Good to see that the CBD business with be targeted as they will see the greatest benefit.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Fully agree with this option. This is not councils core business, leave it to the experts. Its also
revenue neutral so will at some stage require a large capital injection to bring the stock up to the
current standards.
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Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I understand that this document is high level but Id like to see expected return on investment on the
larger capital investment projects (not just the project cost). This would give us a clearer picture to
base decisions, also noting that not all projects will likely generate revenue but are rather for the
good of the community in general. I feel with this level of borrowing RLC needs to be fiscally water
tight as spending rate payer money on projects like Mudtopia would only increase already high
levels of debt.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Why should the rural areas pay the full % when the budgeted spend in these areas is so low
compared to the city itself. We are a region made up of many lakes and council must remember
this..

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Over all I agree that the city needs investment and some great projects are proposed, I would
however like to see some investment on projects in outlaying areas, footpaths, cycle tracks, floating
jetties and toilet blocks are essential facilities for a region that sells itself as a tourist destination. The
capital investment from RLC would be very low compared to the projects being pushed forward at
this stage. Please don't forget the lakes :)
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Submitter Number: 79
Response ID: 1247910
First Name: Luis
Last Name: Gea
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
there seems to be a double dipping with the activities proposed for the redevelopment for Kirau
Park and the Aquatic centre with regards to outdoor facilities, on top of that the worst is the
patronising message from the council that there are no options

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
patronising message again, off course everyone wants the museum to be restore but you need to
come up with a clean proposal

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
this is most certainly needed

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
proposal is poorly explained, aspirational and with a grandeur to it that does not reflect the reality
for a large percentage of the population

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
this is so poorly explained that I can not accept it as it is, what an amphiteatre has to do with
mountain biking?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
double dipping with the aquatic centre project, come up clean and I will support it

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
you have enough people employed already, redistribute and make them accountable

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I will not be able to afford this continuous increase of our rates, why it is so difficult to understand
that. With our salaries not increasing for years maybe the council should accept that the sky is not
the limit and that there is no sufficient paint to colour our future

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
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businesses can claim rates as part of their costs while residents can not; keep that on mind

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
if you are to do a full rating review then you should not make changes until it is done and discussed

Further Comments:
I always do submissions even if nobody read them and nobody listen, getting tired of it but continue
to do it because it is our right to do so. Yours is to be responsible and to be sure you are not doing
things on the tantrum of the moment
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Submitter Number: 80
Response ID: 1247931
First Name: Robert
Last Name: Ash
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
I live in Ngakuru and would really love rubbish collection, or reduced dump fees. one option is a
collection point for rubbish instead of kerbside.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 81
Response ID: 1248119
First Name: Catherine
Last Name: Gray
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
No improvements needed

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Restor the Museum. There was no earthquake in Rotorua. Just open the Museum and continue
useing it.I have lived here 60 years and the only earthquake I have felt was the Edgecumbe
earthquake.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
I prefer option 2. But I am not sure how you are going to do it do it Or where you are going to put
the Sewerage.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
I cannot answer this question as I feel it is up to the rural communities to decide.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Option 4. the developer pays up front as it will be put on the person how buys the section anyway.
The developer always comes out on top anyway.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
The tiles are dangerous because of lack of maintance. Build another building for the people that ran
the eatery in the soundshell. It was the best place to take guests in Rotorua. And keep the voltanic
play ground, it was the dest in town as well.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Your thoughts?
There is a new development at the Waipa end will suffer if there is any more development.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Option 2 Kuirau park is alright as it is.I don't know about the toilets as I never go in them. But what I
know of most comunity toilets nodoubt improvements are required.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Option 2 people are voted onto the council to make the decisions. They are also payed well to take
the responsibility for their decisions. They should not stand for election if they lack the ability.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Option 3. These flats were built from money from the health department and past to the council to
maintain and manage. Once again people should not stand for Council if they can't take the
responsibility.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Keep the rates to the work that needs doing. That is maintance, to all council areas, eg grass growing
on the foot paths. foot paths dirty and broken.
What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Keep the rates to about option 1 if possible. But please keep the city clean.
What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Option 3.
Further Comments:
I believe you wish to put the end product of the sewerage in the lake. This is a no, no. As when you
have this big earthquake you all seem to want. The sewerage will be put in the lake untreated.
Attachment:
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Submitter Number: 82
Response ID: 1248518
First Name: Grant
Last Name: Chapman
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This should be a priority.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Defered for 5 years
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Defered for 7 years

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
As per previous answer, I consider this project needs to be delayed for 5 years.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Any income from the sales to be used specifically for the museum and Howard Morrison work

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
The track record of the current councils financial management is not very good with large amounts
of money wasted on poorly thought out projects. Eg. City centre cycleway.
I consider that projects like the Lakefront, Kuirau Park, Aquatic centre and Stadium need to be
defered and or spread out with proirity given to the museum and Howard Morrison centre.
Dept should not be increased and rate increases minimal.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
I totally agree that we need long term plans and appreciate the opportunity to comment.
In general terms I think we need to concentrate expenditure on the 'Must Do' items like the
Museum and Howard Morrison Centre.
The likes of the Lakefront, Kuirau Park, Aquatic Centre etc should be further spread out over 15
years.
Rate increases should be kept to the rate of inflation and dept reduced rather than further
borrowing
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Submitter Number: 83
Response ID: 1248538
First Name: Hui with Iwi - Ngati Whakaue Hui-a-Iwi
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Generally agree with redevt esp learn-2-swim pool. Partner with l-2-swim providers arnd Rotorua
(potential @ Waikite & pool at new spa devt) incl fresh water/lake/awa l-2-swim classes too.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Mixed support for option 1 and 2 - want it open again, but if can hv a facade and a purpose built
museum elsewhere cld be good. But expensive. Shouldn't call option 3 an option when you may not
be able to bowl it down as a level 1 heritage building.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Tarawera should pay for Tarawera

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Kerbside service is ok, but red bin & blue crate (esp) too small. Where is the response by council of
illegal dumping in Ohinemutu? Ppl are doing it cause rubbish cant fit in bins and dump too dear.
What will hpn to rubbish when the dump closes?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
When greenfield Māori land is developed for housing it isn't for profit, the land will never be sold.
Should be exempt from devt contributions. Otherwise developers should pay contribution.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Ohinemutu attracts lots of visitors too. Project should include the village. Improving the village
includes the awa and improvements needed there. Ngāti Whakaue shld have a voice in the planning.
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
OK improving sanatorium reserve pathway to the forest. But not supportive of rest of this project.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
General support for some elements of project but not all. Do some not all. Don't bring skatepark
over - waste of money, improve it where it is.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
Not sure about a CCO. But if it goes ahead then business should pay not general ratepayer.
Whakaue should have a voice on CCO.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Mixed response to this issue. Unsure.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
OK there is a debt cap, but why not pay more debt down before going ahead with more projects that
will raise it. Look at Kawerau, no debt there.
You keep talking about growth - city is growing, development is growing, visitor numbers are
growing, but our INCOMES ARE NOT growing. Prioritise the projects more so that we don't have so
much financial impact on us.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
General support for option 1.
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Further Comments:
Council is proposing to do too much at once. We support development but not so much at once it's too hard financially. Incomes haven't grown in Rotorua and there is a big older population in
Rotorua with low, fixed incomes.
If you go ahead with more than a couple of projects charge more to businesses rather than
household ratepayers - think about affordability for the everyday person.

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 84
Response ID: 1248684
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Lyall
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Retain the facade only and build a new museum building or re-locate it to a suitable, large vacant
building in the CBD. The Government Gardens is not a suitable place for the museum given the
sulphric atmosphere and the damage this causes.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Do not exceed income, retire as much debt as possible and don't incur any further debt!

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
With regard to the Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre, just demolish it! That building was
completely ruined in the 1990s, it is not "iconic" and merits no further development or
enhancements. Either get rid of it and build a new one on its site or expand the Energy Events Centre
to accommodate theatre performances.

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 85
Response ID: 1248755
First Name: lynda
Last Name: mcbride
Organisation: rate payer

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
not sure aquatic centre needs conference facilities when there are so many alternatives close by eg
tarewa place community centre , dont believe there is a demand for cafe or improved gym facilities
based on the lack of current use of the gym

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
iconic building , critical for education and improving the lives of people of Rotorua and districts and
preserving history

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?
tarawera should be treated the same as the other areas that have new or upcoming system installs,
council needs to be consistant as i am sure the property rates are generating substantial income for
council

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
development contribution should help encourage redevelopment of older suburbs to reduce the
urban sprawl
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
more important to do some critical earthquake strenghtening and water/sewage works

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
this is a want not a need for the city , and with traffic congestion chronic please dont make it worse ,
better to do more towards skyline side of city

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
parts of this option , more consultation required yet ....and links to aquatic centre development

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
lakefront to remain as is , and CBD is doing well with the inner city revitalisation works , and the
overall increase in rotorua as a desirable place to live , promote the lifestyle more eg Ebike trails

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
please take on board what the people ask for , less funding for projects that are not well thought
out. More planning so theres less failing

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 86
Response ID: 1248799
First Name: andrew
Last Name: p
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
do not need to borrow money or spend money when we do not have to

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
instead of rebuilding library should have invested in museum

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
whats wrong with tanks as long as they are emptied every year

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
you can not even pick up rubbish from Ralph rd so why horohoro etc

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
lake fronts ok
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
keep it as is natural

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
with out putting rates up since council spending money all over the place save money for important
things rates get to high people wont be able to afford to live

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
do not like or believe in 10 year plan should be scrapped

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
leave rates as they are

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
leave rates as they are
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 87
Response ID: 1248929
First Name: Community Conversation - Comm Assc & Ratepayer Forum
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
if upgrading,do it properly,spread costs more to urban res as rural res tend not to use it,support
strategic approach devl of Kuirau and AC,too much development at one time puts financial strain on
ratepayers,question about what user fees have been budge

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
all agreed - museum is iconic – it must be restored!

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
other sewerage schemes have been given the option of paying back over years,continue to seek
external, $30m approx. cost of out of the forest project will be paid for by whole district Figures for
sewerage schemes on page 68 includes new capital and asse

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Don’t think its fair that all the district’s ratepayers should pay for the extended area. The
contractors employed to empty bins are a bit rough – bins damaged, etc Issues encountered in the
implementation of waste service to Rotoma been resolved quickl

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
‘Development contributions’ –make it part of the build cost existing properties are affected by new
housing built further up, even if the existing infrastructure runs past the new development any new
developments should expect to pay a cost towards infr

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
See attachment
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Support for longmile Road improvements – worldwide attraction Consider external funding – e.g.
Tourism NZ disappointed that option is only ‘all or nothing’

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Kuirau Park development supported spread project costs out over a few years on a prioritised .

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
questioned infrastructure costs of CCO same as having it looked after it internally by Council officers
Chamber of Commerce supportive of CCO What models have worked before, what’s the best fit for
Rotorua?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
See attached

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
•
Concern about impact of changes to differential on rural communities
•
Listen to what communities ask for – consultation important
•
Rotoma now in ‘catch up’ mode because of deferred maintenance in previous years
•
Suggest more even rates increases – not highs and lows depending on election year or not
•
Council has to be seen to be financially –responsible
•
Rotoma feels forgotten (apart for recent park upgrade) – need footpaths, toilets, etc

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
Yes
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2018-28 LTP engagement session
22 March 2018 – 9.30am
Committee Room 1, Rotorua Lakes Council
ATTENDANCE LIST
Rachel Clark Ngongotaha Community Forum
Su Cammell, Rotoma Rotoehu Community Assn
Cr Bentley
Jim Stanton
Cr Tapsell
Phill Thomass
Cr Raj Kumar
Ben Sherwood Oxford Road
Cr Gould
Jerry Douglas – Hamurana

REVIVING OUR FACILITIES
Aquatic Centre







if upgrading, do it properly
spread costs more to urban residents as rural residents tend not to use it
support strategic approach development of Kuirau Park and Aquatic Centre
too much development at one time puts financial strain on ratepayers
question about what user fees have been budgeted for
Aquatic Centre recognised as a vital community asset to teach kids to swim (incl rural kids)

Museum


all agreed - museum is iconic – it must be restored!

Tarawera sewerage scheme





other sewerage schemes have been given the option of paying back over years
continue to seek external funding
finding upfront payment difficult

Clarification:
 $30m approx. cost of out of the forest project will be paid for by whole district (this will be
covered in the rating review).
 Figures for sewerage schemes on page 68 includes new capital and asset replacements
 $25.8m capital contribution in the LTP years 2018-28. $10m - $11m budgeted for this year.
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2018-28 LTP engagement session
22 March 2018 – 9.30am
Committee Room 1, Rotorua Lakes Council

Waste management extended to rural areas




Don’t think its fair that all the district’s ratepayers should pay for the extended area
The contractors employed to empty bins are a bit rough – bins damaged, etc
Issues encountered in the implementation of waste service to Rotoma had been resolved
quickly

GROWING OUR DISTRICT
 ‘Development contributions’ – make it part of the build cost
 existing properties are affected by new housing built further up, even if the existing
infrastructure runs past the new development
 any new developments should expect to pay a cost towards infrastructure (new or
replacement of existing)

KEEPING THE FOOT ON THE PEDAL OF PROGRESS
Lakefront
















10 lakes are a taonga of the district – not just Lake Rotorua.
Beach at Rotoma this summer was crowded (estimated 10,000 people on some days) and
only 1 toilet!
Some of district’s lakes are not swimmable because of poor water quality.
Jetties underwater and inadequate funding put aside for toilet upgrades at all lakes.
Road more dangerous at Rotoma now – not safe to walk or ride bikes on road.
Urged Council to take a more balanced view, e.g. to budget for Rotoma/Rotoiti/Rotoehu
infrastructure.
Portion proposed for urban area development out of proportion with development/upgrade
of facilities at rural/lakes areas.
Urban/rural divide growing.
Differential rating to 100%, yet the amount of money spent in rural areas is insignificant.
Disparity of expenditure for rural areas.
Hamurana – some camping to be permitted in future, but the toilet has been closed.
Ngongotaha growth but lack of footpaths and other infrastructure to cope.
80km speed limit on Kaska Road too high – safety issue for children.
Please consider including disability toilets at Ngongotaha when doing upgrades – main town
toilets and at community hall.
Take a wider view of district’s infrastructure – e.g. a slip at Rotoma can block the road.
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2018-28 LTP engagement session
22 March 2018 – 9.30am
Committee Room 1, Rotorua Lakes Council

Whakararewarewa Forest/Te Ara Ahi cycleway extension




Support for longmile Road improvements – worldwide attraction
Consider external funding – e.g. Tourism NZ
disappointed that option is only ‘all or nothing’

Kuirau Park



Kuirau Park development supported
spread project costs out over a few years on a prioritised .

New CCO – urban development company – consultation




questioned infrastructure costs of CCO same as having it looked after it internally by Council
officers
Chamber of Commerce supportive of CCO
What models have worked before, what’s the best fit for Rotorua?

Housing challenges – pensioner housing











Need for more pensioner-housing
Always be a need for council-owned affordable homes for lower income
Rotorua has an ageing population
Council should retain them and look after them (one person’s suggestion).
Is it an option to lease out service, not sell?
Significant cost needed to bring them cup to a good standard, but low income in return.
Others suggested shift them to someone who is that core service – can attract funding and
wrap around services.
Its not a Council core service.
Selling would result in better quality standard housing for pensioners, more ‘fit for purpose’.
Sell to a non-profit organisation, but ensure that low rental fees are retained.

Funding delivery and action







Concern about impact of changes to differential on rural communities
Listen to what communities ask for – consultation important
Rotoma now in ‘catch up’ mode because of deferred maintenance in previous years
Suggest more even rates increases – not highs and lows depending on election year or not
Council has to be seen to be financially –responsible
Rotoma feels forgotten (apart for recent park upgrade) – need footpaths, toilets, etc
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Submitter Number: 88
Response ID: 1249004
First Name: d
Last Name: f
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
limit rates increase, improve lake water quality before lakefront

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
This is the best thing about living in Rotorua. The locals do not want any further devolopement.
Visitors should be made to use the Longmile carpark and pay to enter the forest. No second hub on
Tarawera Rd.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Already a skate park less than a kilometre from the park.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?
What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 89
Response ID: 1249139
First Name: Su
Last Name: Cammell
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Unless Council considers a universal charge across the entire ratepayer for this service, this needs to
be driven by the ratepayers involved

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
If Council is going to recover costs from the user then the user should be the person to determine
need

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?
Why infill may not require new infrastructure additional load can mean existing infrastructure is
overloaded and requires upgrades

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Council should be able to present options that are not all or nothing i.e. something between do bot
deliver and $21.1m
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Council should be able to present options that are not all or nothing i.e. something between do not
deliver and $21.1m

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Council should be able to present options that are not all or nothing i.e. something between do bot
deliver and $21.1m

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Council has clearly decided that this will happen so why ask the question on whether CCO or inhouse

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Given Council's performance during the past three years where austerity was indicated, I don't have
much confidence in their ability to be fiscally responsible going forward.
Would like to see the cyclical increase in rates in first year after election reducing significantly before
elections. An flatter rate take commensurate with CPI would be preferable

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Rotoma is paying capital costs for sewerage and are also being asked to fund Out of Forest upgrades.
Also disappointed with spending on footpaths/bike tracks/lake enhancements in the area

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
I support the Submission of the Rotoma/Rotoehu Community Association submission

Attachment:
Yes
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SUBMISSION TO ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL
2018 LONG TERM PLAN
The Rotoma/Rotoehu Community Association (RRCA) represents the residents and property owners
of the Rotoma and Rotoehu communities. There are approximately 240 dwellings at Rotoma and
further 79 in the Kennedy and Otauto Bays of Rotoehu.
The RRCA communicates to over 150 homes on a regular basis.
The numbers of permanent residents have increased significantly over the past two to three years
and it’s estimated that around 60% of homes are now fully occupied all year, albeit that the average
household size is small. Approximately 180 houses are situated on Leased land owned by the
Rotoma No. 1 Trust.
A definitive breakdown of the demographics of our communities will be available when the results
of the recent census are known but we believe that there has been a move away from a historic high
level of retired residents to a wider demographic and socio-economic base.
Residents of our communities enjoy living close to a vibrant, developing city and appreciate the
importance of maintaining and improving the central business district and amenities in order to
attract a strong tourism base, but the hour and a half round trip to Rotorua (on a good day) means
that Kawerau is an attractive option for grocery purchases, library services, use of their free heated
swimming pool and access to their cost-effective dump and transfer station.
However, it is the iconic natural environment that is most appreciated by our residents. This
environment also attracts significant numbers from Rotorua and the surrounding areas which can be
observed by the packed beaches and the amount of boats on the lakes during the summer period.
We also believe that this environment and the ease of access to the lakes is a strong contributing
factor in the retention of Rotorua’s population, motivation for those considering a relocation to the
District and a significant component of the District’s marketing collateral.

REVIVING OUR FACILITIES/KEEPING THE FOOT ON THE PEDAL OF PROGRESS
The buildings included in the Reviving our Facilities section of the LTP are all important to the District
as are the outdoor projects of Keeping the Foot on the Pedal section which, it is noted, seem to have
an “all or nothing” approach.
Our Submission to both these proposals is:
Council is to be commended on its strategic, co-ordinated approach to these urban
development initiatives and encourages Council to do the same for the lakes and rural
districts where it appears a very ad hoc approach has been taken.
RRCA agrees that the urban initiatives are all worthy projects and are disappointed that
sufficient funds to keep the facilities maintained to the appropriate standards were not
allocated in the past.

Rotoma/Rotoehu Community Association
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RRCA requests that Council prioritises the work to alleviate the pressure on borrowing and
rate increases within the next two to three years and to ensure sufficient funding is
retained to maintain all assets in the future.

ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY
Globally environmental stability is a major issue and while it is understandable that, given the
substantial costs of the sewerage and waste management programmes, Council has limited its focus
to these activities, we suggest a broader viewpoint could be taken to incorporate concerns around
the impacts of climate change and the need for land use changes on water quality, flooding, erosion
etc.
However, on the specific topic of the sewerage initiatives RRCA submits that
Council ensures communities that do not currently use or will use at any time within the
lifetime of the facilities associated with the Urban sewerage scheme are not charged for
the (approximately $90m) capital expenditure incurred in the proposed initiatives.

GROWING OUR DISTRICT
We note that while some reference to rural and lake communities has been made in this section, the
funding is still overwhelmingly targeted within the urban environment. For example, Footpaths,
Water Supply and Stormwater management are practically non-existent in our communities, the
capital cost of the proposed sewerage network will be paid for by the residents within the area of
the development and much of the roading (within the lakes communities in particular) is the
responsibility of central government.
When comparing the proposed $2.5m spend for both the rural and lakes communities, the number
of lakes involved, and the rural and lakes projects outlined in this section with the urban expenditure
outlined in “Reviving our Facilities/Keeping the Foot on the Pedal”, it is difficult to see any
appreciation by Council of the value that our lakes and rural landscapes make to the District.
RRCA would like to submit that
Council takes into consideration the lack of services in our areas when reviewing the
differentials for lake and rural residential areas and, if Council maintains its current
targeted rate policy, then urban dwellers and developers take responsibility for the capital
expenditure demands of growth in both infill and new development projects.

FUNDING DELIVERY AND ACTION
In 2015 Council said that their 2015/25 plan was based on austerity and while there was a dip in
expenses during the 2015/16 year and debt levels during the 2015/15 and 2015/16 years, both are
now increasing significantly. When looking at Council’s performance during these years of
“austerity”, we notice that there has been a failure to make an operating profit or even perform to
budget.

Rotoma/Rotoehu Community Association
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The recent write down of $8.5m on the TERAX Project and the $470k loss on the Mudtopia initiative
not only speaks to Council’s inability to identify suitable projects but to their ability to successfully
manage projects to ensure they perform within the allocated fiscal envelope. This apparent lack of
performance erodes our confidence in Council’s ability to “deliver a financial plan which, over 10
years, will contribute towards achieving the District’s 2030 Vision while balancing affordability and
the need for service provision”.
RRCA supports the lowering of the UAGC to $500 and rather than see the current
differentials policy eliminated would like to see this increased to offset the lack of services
in our area. Implementation of these levers would help to balance the inequalities
between the urban and rural environments, but we urge Council to review its work
practices and processes with a view to ensuring its ability to control both capital and
operating costs as this would have the greatest impact on stakeholder confidence.
We also urge Council to review its rating policy to enable the annual increases comparable
to CPI and avoid the cyclical high increase in year one of the Council’s tenure dropping to a
low increase during the election year.
The RRCA thanks Council for the opportunity to participate in this process and would like to speak to
this submission.

Su Cammell
Chairperson

Rotoma/Rotoehu Community Association
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Submitter Number: 90
Response ID: 1249575
First Name: Kathy
Last Name: O'Donnell
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
I believe that the district does not require the redevelopment as described in option 1. The city is
well serviced with existing facilities - between the aquatic centre, Polynesian pools, blue baths and
Waikite Hot pools there is plenty of options.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
This is an iconic Rotorua building that should be retained.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
Tarawera had the option to opt in when sewerage was put in at Okareka & declined. Now will need
to self fund.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
Environmental issues are important. Rural communities should be able to have access to these
services as well. This will give them an acceptable way to handle their waste in the same way as
urban communities do.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development
contribution will be charged per property
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Your thoughts?
All need to be considered. As infill increases this will put pressure on existing infrastructure which
will likely need upgrading to cope so this should be recognised in policy.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
A lot of money with no assured return to city or more importantly rate payers. Ratepayers pay up
front then continue year on year to cover costs that will be required.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
A well used area that attracts lots of visitors, but also very importantly is very well used by local
community. Encourages healthy activity with no barriers - i.e. costs & charges.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
I think it needs some upgrade - certainly new toilets but area as is can be accessed at all times. Some
developments mentioned may require staffing - water play area. Have existing skate park already.
Duplication.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Both options are going to cost rat payers. How will option one be funded? If this is by the council
then rate payers will still be paying rate increase.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
I think these people deserve to have access to social services. If the council is not able to provide this
but other options can, then that would be best for those in pensioner housing. Keep the users needs
upper most in decision.
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Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I think focus should be on providing the required services that are the core business of councils. This
should be managed well so rate payers are not burdened with continuing large rate increases.
Development of that is not a core council service is a cost to rate payers that they do not receive any
return on. Council should focus on debt reduction as any other business does, and spending on items
other than core services should be able to have a financial return for the city - i.e. return funds into
council.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Council needs to focus on rates - these are paid to deliver services. I think proposed rate increase in
the booklet for Y1 - Y10 is unrealistic and not sustainable. A 5.6% increase is not realistic for home
owners or business'. And it will not fall to 2% in future years as more spending will be decided upon
as plans are reviewed. The council should be focusing on keeping rate rises at rate of inflation + .5%.
Going way beyond this as proposed is unfair on rate payers.

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 91
Response ID: 1249929
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Garea
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 92
Response ID: 1249938
First Name: Mathew
Last Name: Hunt
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Its an iconic Rotorua building that has significant historical and cultural relevence. The building itself
is a taonga and the quality exhibitions and concerts that have been held there add cultural relevence
to the town that can often be lacking.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
The forest is the jewel in Rotorua's crown. The long mile is crowded and congested on regular
summer days and cant handle events. The forest is lacking in lookouts, and good walks.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Sounds like a good idea.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 93
Response ID: 1249945
First Name: Robyn
Last Name: Woods
Organisation: on behalf of Lakes District Health Board

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
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Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Please see attached submission 20180323_RLC_LTP_Submission_Final_pdf

Attachment:
Yes
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Introduction – Lakes District Health Board
The Lakes District Health Board (Lakes DHB) is one of 20 District Health Boards in New Zealand and has a purpose
of funding and providing personal health services, public health services and disability support services for the
Lakes district. The Lakes DHB serves a population of just over 110,000 and covers 9,570 square kilometres. One
third of the population are under 25 and the same proportion identify as having Maori ethnicity. The Lakes
district stretches from Mourea in the north to Mangakino in the west down to Turangi in the south and across to
Kaingaroa village in the east. The major centres of population are Rotorua and Taupo and the main smaller
communities are Mangakino and Turangi. Multiple iwi lie within the Lakes DHB region, with the various Te Arawa
iwi in the north (Rotorua area), Ngati Tuwharetoa in south (Taupo, Turangi area), Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
in the west (Mangakino area) and Ngati Manawa in the east (Kaingaroa Village area).

Introduction - Toi Te Ora Public Health
Toi Te Ora1 Public Health (Toi Te Ora) is funded by the Ministry of Health and is the public health unit for the
Lakes DHB. Toi Te Ora’s purpose is to improve and protect the health of the population, with a focus on reducing
inequalities in health. Toi Te Ora has prepared this submission on behalf of Lakes DHB.
Many of the crucial underlying factors that contribute to population health and wellbeing are directly influenced
by the decisions and activities of councils. For this reason, Toi Te Ora and Lakes DHB welcome the opportunity to
(a) provide feedback to the Rotorua Lakes Council on its proposed long term plan for the district; and (b) assist
Rotorua Lakes Council to achieve its goals and deliver on its vision. Toi Te Ora’s vision, purpose and goals are
closely aligned. (Please refer to Appendix 1 for Toi Te Ora’s Strategic Plan Overview.)

Social Determinants of Health
Lakes District Health Board, with its public health unit Toi Te Ora, places a great deal of emphasis on the social
determinants of health, or what has been referred to as:
“…the social, economic and environmental conditions that influence the health of individuals and populations.
They include the conditions of daily life and the structural influences upon them, themselves shaped by the
distribution of money, power and resources at global, national and local levels. They determine the extent to
which a person has the right physical, social and personal resources to achieve their goals, meet needs and
deal with changes to their circumstances. There is a clear link between the social determinants of health and
health inequalities…”2
Essentially, health starts where we live, learn, work and play. Individuals often have little control over the social
determinants of health, but these determinants can either constrain or support the choices we make, as well as
the lifestyle we lead. The most effective illustration of this approach comes from the 1992 work of Dahlgren and
Whitehead:3

1

Toi Te Ora represents the ideal of the ultimate and enduring wellbeing. ‘Toi’ is the name of a celebrated ancestor in the Eastern Bay of Plenty
and ‘Ora’ is to be alive, well and healthy.
2
http://www.local.gov.uk/health/-/journal_content/56/10180/3511260/ARTICLE
3
http://www.local.gov.uk/health/-/journal_content/56/10180/3511260/ARTICLE
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Local government has a great deal of influence over the determinants of health, which is why it is important we
work together to make a difference. Lakes DHB encourages Rotorua Lakes Council to take a “health in all
policies” approach4 that systematically takes into account the health implications of decisions, in order to
improve population health and health equity.
Specific priorities for Rotorua Lakes Council, and the subject of the current consultation process, which have a
major impact on health outcomes for the population, include water and waste-water management, waste
management, environmental sustainability, facilities for active and thriving communities, housing, and equitable
rating. These issues are excellent examples of the importance of our organisations collaborating to achieve
similar outcomes. By working together using a preventative approach we can create a community that supports
healthy lifestyles, rather than treating people who are already unwell.

This Submission
For ease of reference, Lakes DHB responses in the following tables are linked to specific pages in the following key
document supplied by Rotorua Lakes Council as part of this consultation process:


He aha ō whakaaro? What do you think? Long-term plan 2018-28 consultation

A symbol has been used to confirm Lakes DHB’s position on each of the issues to which it has responded, as
defined in the following key:

Symbol


4

*

District Health Board Position
Support and endorse
Recommend further consideration

X

Disagree

http://www.who.int/social_determinants/hiap_statement_who_sa_final.pdf
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Topic and Comments
Aquatic Centre
Lakes DHB supports Option 1: “Redevelopment of the Aquatic centre to broaden its
range of uses and meet the needs of Rotorua residents and visitors.”

Page Ref

Key

15

The proposal to redevelop the aquatic centre, including the development of a learn-toswim pool, supports Lakes DHB’s vision of ‘Mauriora (Healthy Communities)’.
Public recreational spaces, such as swimming facilities, can benefit the health and
wellbeing of the community. Benefits include:5
 Increasing contact with nature and spaces of cultural significance
 Promoting social interaction and cohesion
 Promoting physical activity
 Reducing stress and promoting mental wellbeing.
The addition of the learn-to-swim pool in particular will increase opportunities for play
and physical activity among young children by providing facilities fit for needs.
Lakes DHB also encourages Rotorua Lakes Council to consider the needs of the ageing
population and ensure the Aquatic centre is age friendly. Council should consider using
the ‘8-80’ approach, whereby if a facility or service is suitable for an eight year old and
an 80 year old, it will be suitable for everyone in the community.6
Tarawera Sewerage System
Lakes DHB does not support any of the outlined options and recommends
reconsidering avenues to fund the Tarawera Sewerage System that is equitable for the
community.

27

Capital works present a considerable cost to homeowners, even after subsidies and the
Council contribution outlined in Council’s preferred option. As discussed in previous
Annual Plan and Long Term Plan submissions to Rotorua Lakes Council, it is
recommended that Council considers rating for public health infrastructure and
services based on property capital values.
This would ensure the cost of any
wastewater scheme is shared more equitably across all ratepayers in the Rotorua
district. Charging communities for capital works through targeted rates places a
significant economic burden on the individual communities and homeowners. These
capital works are for the greater good of the whole community.
Toi Te Ora will continue to work with Rotorua Lakes Council and Bay of Plenty Regional
Council to implement a sewerage solution which will safeguard the health of the
Tarawera community and environment. Lakes DHB recommends the Council continues

5

Regional Public Health (2010). Healthy Open Spaces: A summary of the Impact of Open Spaces on Health and
Wellbeing. http://www.rph.org.nz/content/d893f45e-9d35-4906-bde7-c4912036c97e.cmr
6

8-80 Cities (2017). Creating cities for all. https://www.880cities.org/
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Topic and Comments

Page Ref

to work with the steering group to identify more equitable options.

Waste Management Services for Rural Communities
Lakes DHB supports Option 2: “All rural communities receive kerbside services.”

29

It is important that waste is safely disposed of to reduce the risk of disease and to
minimise aesthetic and environmental impacts of waste. However, Council should
consider graduated rates based on property capital values for public health
infrastructure and services, rather than a targeted rate, as discussed above. This
ensures the cost of services is shared in an equitable way across the community.
How should we manage additional growth in our district?
Lakes DHB supports Council’s approach to ensure that infrastructure grows with
development to ensure the needs of the community are met. Identifying areas for new
homes is important for addressing growth pressures. It is crucial for the future
wellbeing of Rotorua that developments are serviced from the outset with
infrastructure, such as reticulated services that are professionally designed and
operated. The delivery of safe drinking water and wastewater services must also be a
priority and the needs of the community for other sanitary services such as cemeteries,
public toilets, storm water, and waste management (which includes waste
minimisation) should be considered.

34

However, Lakes DHB reiterates comments made in the submission to the Rotorua
Lakes Council Spatial Plan which recommends Council also includes a provision to
improve existing housing stock and amenities. Addressing capacity and supply issues
for reticulated water and sewerage systems is essential. Individual onsite sewage
systems are not suitable for growing communities. Improving existing housing stock
must include fixing wastewater systems in all lakeside communities.
Lakes DHB also recommends consideration be given to ensuring infrastructure and
housing is age friendly and affordable. Urban design strategies that support and
enhance wellbeing and sustainability, such as good public and active transport
opportunities, recreational facilities, and access to health and other services should be
used.
Lakefront development
Lakes DHB supports the improved amenity value and recreational opportunities
proposed as part of the Lakefront Development. However, Lakes DHB does not have a
view on how this work should be funded.
As discussed above, public recreational spaces have many benefits to the health and
wellbeing of the community, including promoting physical activity, improving mental
wellbeing, increasing social interaction and improving connectedness with nature and
culture.
The proposed introduction of walking and cycling paths, development of a play space,
and enhancement of cultural elements in particular will support the wellbeing of the

44

Key
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Topic and Comments

Page Ref

community.
If the proposal progresses Lakes DHB encourages Rotorua Lakes Council to use design
principles that consider the diverse needs of the community, such as age and abilities.
Whakarewarewa Forest Development
As discussed above, Lakes DHB also supports the improved amenity value and
recreational opportunities proposed as part of the Whakarewarewa Forest
Development. The development of trails, playgrounds and other facilities supports the
wellbeing of the community. However, Lakes DHB does not have a view on how this
work should be funded.
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If the proposal progresses Lakes DHB encourages Rotorua Lakes Council to use design
principles that consider the diverse needs of the community, such age and abilities.
Kuirau Park Development
As discussed above, Lakes DHB also supports the improved amenity value and
recreational opportunities proposed as part of the Kuirau Park Development. The
construction of a children’s play area and other enhancements will support the
wellbeing of the community. However, Lakes DHB does not have a view on how this
work should be funded.
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If the proposal progresses Lakes DHB encourages Rotorua Lakes Council to use design
principles that consider the diverse needs of the community, such age and abilities.
Pensioner Housing
Lakes DHB supports Option 1: “Transfer ownership of the units to an experienced
Community Housing Provider (CHP)” with the understanding that the units will remain
affordable and improve access to support services.
As the New Zealand population ages and more New Zealanders struggle financially,
demand by the elderly for affordable housing will increase. Lakes DHB acknowledges
there is a preference from other councils for elderly housing to be delivered by third
party providers.
However, regardless of who provides pensioner housing, it is
recommended:
 A minimum housing quality standard is prescribed
 Ways to increase the availability of affordable housing are explored
 Appropriate social support is available to residents.

53

Lakes DHB recommends that if the service is delivered by a third party, they should be
an approved Community Housing Provider, as suggested in the consultation document.
Distribution of general rates across ratepayer types
Lakes DHB supports Option 3: “Retain: leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at
1.76 for business.”
As discussed above, rating can increase inequity by placing significant economic burden
on individual communities and homeowners. It is recommended council utilises
graduated rates based on property capital values to ensure costs are shared in an
equitable way across ratepayers in the Rotorua district.

73
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Page Ref

A full rating review will assist in determining what is the most equitable way to rate
households.
Fixed charge UAGC
Lakes DHB supports Option 1: “Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a
share from a fixed charge towards the capital value of a property.”
As discussed above graduated rates based on property capital values ensures costs are
shared in an equitable way across rate payers. Reducing the UAGC fixed charge and
collecting those costs through a graduated rate based on property value helps ensure
individuals are charged equitably.

75

Key
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Further Information and Oral Submissions
If Rotorua Lakes Council requires any further information on this submission, please contact Robyn Woods,
Management Support Officer, Toi Te Ora Public Health who will direct any enquiry to the most appropriate
person. Robyn’s contact details are as follows:

Lakes DHB and Toi Te Ora thank Rotorua Lakes Council for the opportunity to provide feedback on its proposed
long term plan, and confirm it wishes to present by way of oral submissions during the hearings later in 2018. We
would appreciate being allocated an appropriate amount of time to cover the range of public health issues raised.

Ron Dunham
Chief Executive Officer
Lakes DHB
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Submitter Number: 94
Response ID: 1250015
First Name: Matthew
Last Name: McDougall
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
The current facilities are one of the best in the country and is fit for purpose. It is well patronised – I
have swum there most weeks for 20+ years. There is no need to change the look and put up our
rates.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Why include upgrades in Option 1? Earthquake proof building only for the time being.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
We are already paying for the reticulation of our sewage (Hamurana) why should we have to pay for
Tarawera as well?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
The DC announced a plan to promote growth – I have canvassed many acquaintances and work
colleagues and not one (rate payers) wants more growth. Existing infrastructure is not coping well –
look at the Hospital!
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
The DC have an abysmal track record in so called development projects (e.g. Airport, Taniwha water
supply) spending rate payers money on a waterfront development is not a core requirement of a DC
nor in the interest of most residential rate payers.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
See comments above re Lake Front. The DC should not fund this at all!!

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
I am not sure where the DC get their advise from but it is seriously flawed (for example the whole
debacle around the airport development and subsidising flights; Taniwha springs water take no
consent prior to laying the pipes; the so call library upgrade – our family used to use it a lot and now
consider it no longer fit for purpose; the City focus is confusing for traffic and definitely no better
than before; the Ngongotaha roundabout – an easy fix put in a through lane not a set of traffic
lights!). The Council need to talk to residential rate payers, most will not partake or submit in a
planning exercise.
We live past Keith Road, we have to pay for our water, our sewage and we get no bus service
shouldn’t our rates be discounted?

What would you with the differentials?
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Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
This is ridiculous the average rate payer can not make a decision based on the information supplied.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Rates should not be based on the value of the property but rather the number of people that use the
property and the likely cost of those users to the districts infrastructure.

Further Comments:
The DC appear out of touch with the aspirations and values of the residential rate payer – trying to
ascertain future direction through this process does not work as most residential rate payers will not
partake. Councillors need to talk direct to a residential rate payers rather than being lobbied by
local business or relying on staff comment.
Growth is an old concept that fails to take into account the happiness and wellbeing of the people
and the environment. Council need to look at what the Act stipulates are its functions.
Encumbering current and, future rate payers with huge debt is not in anyones interest.

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 95
Response ID: 1250079
First Name: Cindalee
Last Name: Te Rehu-Tuki
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
Slowly work toward stage 3, but in small steps. (Gives us time to reflect, etc.)

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
It's an iconic building. It's rich in history. It should be saved for ROTORUA. It's our taonga!

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
I feel this needs to be discuss with the residents, because it affects them more. They know what they
need.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Don't know?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Good to know that there is work already started in Western Heights/Fordlands. Overall it looks good
to me.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
Keep moving forward. Increase business and utilise all areas of the lakefront.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
Keep moving forward.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Keep moving forward.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Don't know?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Don't know?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Don't know?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

268

Submitter Number: 96
Response ID: 1250073
First Name: Rangita
Last Name: Wake
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Chose no option, but made the comment: "Build new museum and star gazer free to all school
children, Waiariki Rohe".

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Chose no option, but made the comment: "Where is discharge point into what? River, Lake

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Chose no option, but made the comment: "Farmers have a lot of support from government.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Ngapuna Village: needs industrial sites, i.e. McAlpines, Claymark, A1 Storage, Hona Road, Gough
Gough Heavy machinery moved out, so we can live longer.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
No option chosen, but comment made: "Clean the lake, every storm brings out lakeweed, swerage,

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
No option chosen, but made the comment: "Put the wastewater treatment plant out there, where it
used to be."
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
No option chosen, but made the comment: " Locals, school children need to benefit."

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
No option chosen, but made the comment: "Anything for Council to waste ratepayer money.
Shame on you Stevie."

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Put the wastewater treatment plant out to Waipa Village, pay the effected hapu's for breach of
leachate from dump Waipa red stage sawmill, McAlpines, Claymark,

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Chose no option, but commented: "Did that for Museum last year $14.75. Stop kaituna catchment,
EBOP catchment, Air rates."

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Chose no option but commented: "Cut all the extras schemes you have."

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 97
Response ID: 1250082
First Name: Dirk
Last Name: Everts
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 98
Response ID: 1250094
First Name: Leonard
Last Name: Permberton
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Putting up a framework of budgets to grow development and long term planning.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
"A Sensible approach"

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Stick to your expertise.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Plan your work and work your plan; key to successful vision into the future. Estimated population
2020 = look. Roading and infrastructure needs to be hand in glove!

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 2 - Reduce further or increase the UAGC
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Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

275

Submitter Number: 99
Response ID: 1250101
First Name: Youth Rotorua
Last Name:
Organisation: Fordlands Community Centre

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Waste more money. Mayor Chadwick stop going on trips.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Build a observatory pouheretaonga instead.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Where is discharge going not in Puarenga River.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Farmers have support govt/local etc

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Village affected = Ngapuna = McAlpines = toxic sawdust, clay mark dust micro dust in eyes AI Storage
on Maori Reservation land??

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Take all imported birds, swans, black geese, pigeons back to England please tui's instead.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Wastewater treatment plant there instead.
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Waste money Stevie!

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
Fix up condemned housing around Fordlands please

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Management in council needs to work for free until they meet their commitment to the areas
around Rotorua they say they take care of ie Fordlands Youth (Holda RLC Youth Rep where are you?
Still at one love!!

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Cut management payroll (mani aroha)

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Paper feedback form

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 100
Response ID: 1250115
First Name: Linda
Last Name: Tetzlaff
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Don't use. Slides would be fun.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Cap the cost, can only certain areas be done, and others remain closed.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
We had this happen at another council, were given both options.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Yes

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Need more information, don't know what this means.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Don't know that details for this is.
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Don't know details.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Don't know what a differential is.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 101
Response ID: 1250119
First Name: Tyler
Last Name: Cooper
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
Either Option 1 or Option 2.
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 102
Response ID: 1250118
First Name: Erroll
Last Name: Hagan
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Outsource Management to professionals

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Option 3 also marked, with comment: "Retain facade and build new behind".

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?
Subsidised scheme for Tarawera - $ TBC

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?
Extend where practical.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Developer to pay contribution. Capital Gains Tax on all properties sold in Rotorua - e.g. 1% or $2000.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 103
Response ID: 1250124
First Name: Pare
Last Name: Rangirangi
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Colourful playground (waterplay)

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

287

Submitter Number: 104
Response ID: 1250132
First Name: Stephen
Last Name: Holmes
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 105
Response ID: 1250130
First Name: Leslie
Last Name: Murdoch
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Get rid of any unelected members on the Lakes Council, why should I pay for them?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Stop spending my rates on useless projects. Never mind the tourists, upgrade the suburbs
infrastructure and look after the people of Rotorua e.g. ramps for footpaths for wheelchairs and
pushchairs - fill in potholes. Watch out for dangerous TREES etc. Start looking after the people who
put you in power.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No
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Submitter Number: 106
Response ID: 1250148
First Name: Gillian
Last Name: Nicholas
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Marked the option "Don't know".

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
We must progress into the future, but do so cautiously and with as little impact on ratepayers
contributions as possible. Rates now unsustainable for many of us, especially those on
superannuation.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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With rescrictions: Lakefront redevelopment but at minimal cost to ratepayers. Private partnership
a must if this is not to come at the cost of rates increases.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
This is NOT a project for ratepayer investment.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
A lot of work has already been done in the park. Let's leave it as it is for another few years - again
it's another project that would impact on ratepayers unecessarily.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Let the experts handle this - it's too big for council control.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Balance is the essence of this. Progress is welcome with financial caution paramount.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Leave as is.

What would you do with the UAGC?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Ditto to my previous comments re cost to ratepayers being as minimal as possible.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

294

Submitter Number: 107
Response ID: 1250162
First Name: LTP Briefing - Iwi Group (Tapuika)
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Good

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?
Yes it's a lot of money, but we have to put money in to attract external investment. It's an iconic
building it should attract outside help.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Should see the development contributions in Tauranga or other areas. $4k is small fry.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
We need to attract people here, to spend money here, to have more jobs here. Good idea, good
investment. Good to see Pukeroa plans for development at QE site. We need to attract more
development and investors

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
There will be some naysayers for this. If it brings more visitors and their money, it's a good idea.
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Kuirau looks good now.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
CCO sounds like a good idea. What's the thinking for who will be on it?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?
This will be a tough one to get through.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Invest to earn. Invest to attract further investment. Get it done as soon as possible.

Attachment:
No

296

Submitter Number: 108
Response ID: 1250157
First Name: Bruce
Last Name: Erasmus
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
We need far better provisioning for climate change impacts. This may mean creating a "climate
fund" so that when we are hit with a 75 year event, that we have the funds available, immediately to
mitigate the effects. It is all about creating climate resiliency.

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
See above re. climate change.
What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
See above re. climate change.
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No

298

Submitter Number: 109
Response ID: 1250187
First Name: Gillian
Last Name: Nicholas
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Don't know option was indicated on form

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
We must progress into the future, but do so cautiously and with as little impact on ratepayer's
contributions as possible. Rates now unsustainable for many of us, especially those on
superannuation.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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With restrictions: Lakefront redevelopment but at minimal cost ot ratepayers. Private partnership a
must if this is not to come at the cost of rates increases.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
This is NOT a project for ratepayer investment.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
A lot of work has already been done in the park. Let's leave it as it is for another few years - again
it's another project that would impact on ratepayers uncesessarily.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Let the experts handle this - it's too big for council control (it being homelessness)

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Balance is the essence of this - progress is welcome with financial caution paramount.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Leave as is.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
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Your thoughts?
Ditto to my previous comments re cost to ratepayers being as minimal as possible.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

301

Submitter Number: 110
Response ID: 1250197
First Name: Joyce
Last Name: Bussey
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Your thoughts?
Chose option "Don't know".

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Chose option "Don't know".

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Chose option "Don't know"

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

303

Submitter Number: 111
Response ID: 1250179
First Name: Joycelia
Last Name: Hyde
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The museum value is both inside and out. I feel the museums activities could raise a lot of the
funding required wither over time and in one lump sum.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Keep it flexible.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?
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Don't know.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Reduce the years between now and the vision to stop flamboyant ideas/visions that seem
unachievable creating helplessness to money = actions programme to build trust and happiness in
the community.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?
Don't know.

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

305

Submitter Number: 112
Response ID: 1250218
First Name: Helen
Last Name: Everts
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Option One. This vital to out city!

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

307

Submitter Number: 113
Response ID: 1250209
First Name: Joseph
Last Name: Giesen
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Being a mobility scooter, I find most curbs very dangerous going up and down, they are far too
steep. Springfield Road has them redone. Why not any of the low lying streets near town.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
Attachment:
No

309

Submitter Number: 114
Response ID: 1250221
First Name: Jacqueline
Last Name: Evans
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:

Attachment:
No

312

Submitter Number: 115
Response ID: 1250233
First Name: Dave
Last Name: Moulden
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?
Marked the "Don't know" option

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00
rate increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Attachment:
No

314

Submitter Number: 116
Response ID: 1250398
First Name: Hui with Iwi - Te Arawa River Iwi
Last Name:
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Please remember hapū / mana whenua who would like to be involved/included in devt plans.

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Your thoughts?
Please remember hapū / mana whenua who would like to be involved/included in devt plans.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
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How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
Please remember hapū / mana whenua who would like to be involved/included in devt plans for a
couple of projects that you have listed - e.g. Aquatic Centre and Kuirau Park. Please also consider the
impact to the Marae that neighbours those sites. Other than that, generally supportive of the intent
of the projects.

Attachment:
No

316

Submitter Number: 117
Response ID: 1251087
First Name: Ivan
Last Name: Douglas
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Do not out source the management of the aquatics, keep it local. Prices are too high for locals as our
ratepayers' money pays for this

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
Maori land should be exempt

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Not enough options. The playground definitely needs upgrading to something similar at the one
located at Hamilton Lake

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Just maintain status quo

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Just maintain it and extend the aquatic centre to join up with Kuirau Park.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Don't need another CCO. Should have qualified staff already employed at council

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Prefer that the current debt be paid off before embarking on projects aimed at lakefront and Kuirau
Park. Definitely support work on museum and aquatic centre

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Feel very strongly about NOT outsourcing the management of the aquatic centre. Try to pay off as
much debt as possible before looking at upgrading the Whakarewarewa forest, Kuirau Park etc

Attachment:
No

319

Submitter Number: 118
Response ID: 1251288
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: van Dorp
Organisation: Private ratepayer

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
The Aquatic centre is fine as it is. Do not waste rate payers money redeveloping it.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Just do what needs to be done to earthquake strengthen the building. Do other work later as funds
allow.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
Why should a new targeted rate be introduced. Minimise spending, and if some areas do not want
this service leave it as is.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?
Growth is not needed. No one I know wants growth. Our traffic is busy enough as it is, infrastructure
cannot cope with more people. the attraction of living here is we are not over populated. Tauranga
is ruined by growth. Stop this obsession with growth

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
The lakefront does not need anything doing to it. Don't waste ratepayers money. It is a nice semi
natural area now, we don't need it to become another over developed area.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
You cannot improve on nature. Leave the forest as it is, it does not need anymore development.
People enjoy it for what it is now. Already too much development, i.e. along Long Mile Road etc, and
at the Waipa area.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
There is nothing wrong with Kuirau Park. Leave it as it is, don't waste money you don't have. Let the
gardeners maintain it. It is a nice place as it is.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Again, stop wasting money, more development is not required. Leave things as they are. Already
enough $$$ wasted in unwise city focus changes and green corridors that few people ever use.
Library development and changes are a total disaster.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
If the pensioner houses function adequately leave them as is. If sold the city looses an asset and it
become just another money making venture.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
The Council needs to examine the Local Government Act 2002 and get back to its core functions as
per legislation.
(a)network infrastructure:(b)public transport services:(c)solid waste collection and disposal:(d)the
avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards:(e)libraries, museums, reserves, and other recreational
facilities and community amenities.
Essentially stop spending money on unnecessary things and vanity projects, which do not have any
benefit to ratepayers who are stretched with rate increases.
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Rates are too high due to wasteful spending. Stick to your core role as defined in legislation and
remember ratepayers are not a bottomless pit of money. Any rate rises should be held to CPI as
anything higher is very unfair.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Charges should be shared equally by all ratepayers.

Further Comments:
Council spending is out of control with wasteful projects of dubious value. The library changes are
one example; that is a disgraceful waste of money. Employing people for dubious job descriptions is
another. If RLC was a private enterprise business it would be bankrupt long ago; how council is run is
a disgrace; get back to simply operating core services as set out in the Local Government Act 2002,
limit rates increases to CPI, and only spend on other projects if there is a surplus . Population
growth is not in the best interest of residents; traffic is busier than ever, infrastructure cannot cope.
Our way of life is suffering due to increases in population. Tauranga is a ruined area with over
population, traffic congestion, and overloaded infrastructure, don't let Rotorua go the same way,
but I fear it is as I see council pushing for growth at the expense of its residents way of life.
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Submitter Number: 119
Response ID: 1251763
First Name: Melissa
Last Name: Magatogia
Organisation: Teacher

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Option 1 only if this does not include outsourcing management.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
The Museum is an iconic building in Rotorua. I would hate to see it go, but there is also no point
spending money on a building that will not function as anything. If you are going to put money into
it, it would be good to see a return.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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The only development needed along the lakefront is to upgrade the current playground. It is in dire
need of an upgrade and repair. My own children dont play on it as it is not safe enough. $21m is too
much when have greater needs to deal with in our city

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The redwoods is fine as it is. It already attracts a great number of people. My only concern would be
maintenance to ensure safety.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I dont think we need to go overboard on play areas etc, however it does need to be beautified and
more open spaces. Better safety around the hot pools is needed also.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
I am unsure. I personally havent liked any development throughout the city thus far. We have spent
money on aesthetics instead of function.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
typical rotorua DISTRICT council....outsourcing the management of everything! Why even have a
council if you've got nothing to manage!

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Last Name: White.
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Ie must be restored. It is our precious jewel and if we can pay it off over 30 years- so be it- it is worth
its weight in Gold.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
I think this is alot of money for each household to be having to pay up front in the year. can this be
alleviated in anyway?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?
Please deliver this project. I would love to go to a cafe/ restaurant/ night out by the lakefront
however that space is considerably under-utilized and not appropriate for many- aside from families
or the rather dated toursim ventures. Time for a change!

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?
I actually think some good work has already been done on this so I tend towards the 'Do not deliver'.
However if there is left over resource or resource at all- then deliver if possible!

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Yes. This is another under-utilized space with so much potential.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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First Name: Betty
Last Name: Shepherd
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Absolutely not. CAn see big blow out here which the ratepayers would have to cover, just like the
airport fiasco.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Long MIle is becoming over commercialised. The Visitors Centre looks like a tacky souvenir shop.
Could we just leave our forest to be natural with out more development.
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What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Again heres a brainwave, why dont we leave the park to look like.... a park???

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
Absolutely not. Development ideas in this area the past have not met with concensus,thank
goodness some of the ideas have not gone ahead, do not burden the ratepayer with this or it could
end up like another airport mess which we have to pay back.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Its really quite simple. Whatever you do it is liking rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
This document really concerns me. You expect the ratepayers to continually cope with annual rates
increases, especially difficult for those of us on fixed incomes. Believe me it will get to crunch time
and we will start to revolt against these continual increases. Budget like the rest of us!
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Last Name: Pakes
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
With the recently announced upgrade to Kuirau Park, we should develop a park of international
standard. Stage 2 must follow stage 1

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Option 1 is the only option.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered
unaffordable by Council.
Your thoughts?
We have to afford it, we all own the lakes and we all must clean them up

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
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Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
No for now. We need to understand what and where the external investment will go. Will a posh
restaurant block my view of the lake?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?
Those who benefit the most should pay the most. And businesses do have tax advantages.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
It is OK, but we cannot keep on putting up the general rate, many are starting to find our rate
demand unaffordable. Targeted rates can also be hard to meet. Council should be investigating,
along with central government, alternative ways of finding finance, such as petrol taxes etc. A petrol
tax would mean that every visitor to town would be helping fund our infrastructure.

What would you with the differentials?
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Your thoughts?
Do not alter the business differential. After all they have a tax advantage. If they claim rates out of
tax then central government is subsidising our rates

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
This will help those on a lower income level. Our rates increases to fund capex is placing a heavy
burden on lower earners. Lowering the UAGC will be some compensation.

Further Comments:
It is exciting
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
But please allow for sufficient funding to maintain these assets so as not to attract major adhoc
expense.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development contribution will be
charged per property
Your thoughts?
It has become a serious omision that a development charge is not in place already. Why should
existng ratepayers carry the burden. Bring this charge in immediately.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
We cannot afford it at this stage. There is too much on the councils table to manage.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
We cannot afford it at this stage. There is too much on the councils table to manage. Just give it a
tidy up.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?
This is a direct admission that council has not got the skills to oversee this work. If a CCO is
established surely it would be set up to fund itself instead of relying on ratepayers.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?
Council should not be a residential landlord.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?
Due to the phenominal increase in expenditure required in the CBD and infrastructure the rural
residential should be reduced to 0.5 to reflect the relative benefits.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
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Your thoughts?
See general feedback. Further reduce general rate for properties with targeted sewerage scheme
rate.

Further Comments:
It has become apparent that rural communities that currently have a targeted rate to fund sewerage
schemes have been contributing to the wastewater infrastructure in the city. It is entirely
inequitable that they should fund their own schemes as well as contribute to the rest of the
residents services. Bearing this in mind the huge call for wastewater capital over the next ten years
places a burden of an extra $2M to come from the ratepayers of Rotoma/Rotoiti. I feel if this is to be
the case then those rated funds should be correctly applied to their scheme to reduce the costs to
those ratepayers.
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
unhappy for final stage of proposal, where "splash planet" type of park is made, as entry prices will
be beyond most of the local community, whose rates money has been used to develop centre to a
state where outside investors make it attractive

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
museum was never as good with its exhibits as places such as hamilton.did not think the museum
reflected the whole history of rotorua, such as timber industry etc. tourists have chance to see local
culture at whakarnewarewa, tamale,mitai etc,

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
not actually wanted by people of tarawera

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?
would prefer council to look at recycling polystyrene,plastic wraps and films, and encourage worm
bins and compost waste collection, as methane is a far more damaging greenhouse gas than carbon
dioxide

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
remove existing structures and allow development from private developers under strict regulation.
do not see why council wants to be developers themselves.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
forest already provides a great draw for tourists. do not see these proposals as beneficial, and would
actually create eyesores in a n area of outstanding beauty.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
finally a proposal that directly benefits local people instead of tourists.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
CBD could be easily revitalised if you stopped building strip malls and other out of town centre hubs
with free parking.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service
expertise. May not be sustainable.
Your thoughts?
private care for the elderly. an oxymoron

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
feel the council is deliberately misleading ratepayers but assuming they will not understand how
compound interest works.
telling people they will have a "average increase under the plan of 2.35%" is not the reality of
situation.
i am happy for private investors to develop the town, but see no reason why the council feel the
need to constantly use our money to do so.
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
council has a history of wasting money on schemes that don't work. so far i have never seen a single
bike on the "green corridor" which cost so much, and removed parking spaces from town. as a keen
cyclist, the only place i have ever been on a cycle path that works is sweden. there, a cycle path is a
road just for bikes. you can commute on then quickly and freely, without stopping and going around
pedestrians. "share with care" is great for tourists, but does not encourage people to commute by
bike.
in the same vain, opening some of the mountain bike trails in the forest for runners is a dangerous
idea. the only times i have had accidents on trails has been by idiots misusing them, rather it be
people riding the wrong way, uncontrolled dogs running into me, and on one occasion, one of rotors
main event organiser walking with and uncontrolled dog the wrong way up a no walking track. it is
not like there is a shortage trails for people to walk and run on, so making mountain bike trails duel
purpose will make certain people think they can use any, and cause more accident.
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Please do not outsource our aquatics to outside Rotorua to manage.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Please restore out museum historically it is significant and a icon of Rotorua and NZ. Beautiful to
house our taonga. Very educational for our children.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
Congratulations I have been away for a year was lovely to return and see the Rotorua City so vibrant
and alive, changes that have been made and a lovely reflection of our Mayor Stevie!!! Well done.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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It's lovely if we can leave as much grass as possible please.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Eventually Museum first please.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Down the track.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
The Aquatic centre is fine as it is. Do not waste rate payers money redeveloping it.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract
external funding.
Your thoughts?
Just do what needs to be done to earthquake strengthen the building. Do other work later as funds
allow.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?
we have traffic congestion now, and infrastructure cannot cope with more population. Growth and
development is impacting on the way of life of Rotorua residents. We do not need more growth.

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
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The council is in debt. I don't want more rates increases. There are already enough things for people
to do in Rotorua without getting into more debt and hitting ratepayers to provide yet more 'canned
fun'.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The enjoyment of the forest is the lack of development. Leave it in peace. The council is already very
much in debt. It is ridiculous to create more debt.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
The council is in debt enough already. We are sick of rates increasing. Kuirau Park has already had
improvements done to it. Leave it as it is.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
No way. I don't see why the council should create another organisation to do its own job. This is a
waste of ratepayers money.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?
If the pensioner houses function adequately leave them as is. If sold the city looses an asset and it
become just another money making venture.

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change
Your thoughts?
Charges should be shared equally by all ratepayers.

Further Comments:
The Council is in debt, do not spend any money unnecessarily, stick to core functions as set out by
the Local Government Act 2002. Stop creating jobs of dubious use and value. Too many vanity
projects already by council. Growth is not always a good thing. Increasing growth and population
impacts on our way of life; Tauranga district is ruined by massive population increases and the
effects of that, Rotorua needs to be protected from those effects.
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Submitter Number: 127
Response ID: 1254644
First Name: Sue
Last Name: Burnett
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
Learning to swim is a life skill that MUST be offered to all our citizens; to do this we need a functional
pool with a strong staff to support.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
I would insist that previous strengthening work should be investigated and answers given as to why
this restoration work 4 or 5 years ago was not good enough!!

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
I believe that this is not an urgent project and residents MUST contribute substantially to this
project.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?
If this is a service that householders have indicated they will support; especially recycling then i
would like them to have this available.

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?
A charge of $4000 per property to develop policy?! I'm not in favour of this. If to provide something
then ok. We pay planners & policy makers already don't we!!
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What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
The land isn't going anywhere. We have enough on at the moment with Museum etc and that
developing this space for a few businesses (Developers?) can wait until we have proper knowledge
of who is moving in and what they're planning. Or does Council know?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?
We need playgrounds here? An amphitheatre?? Access mprovement yes, parking yes but the
others???

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
If this project is undertaken want to see thorough investigation of safety issues in this area. Do we
need another skatepark.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
No No No. More buearacracy, with a private goal. This is not Council's responsibilty surely
infrastructure and services not promotion and events.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Affordability must always be paramount. Maintaining services and infrastructure is what we need.
Not council taking on event promotion and marketing. Working with Iwi who have more money than
any one in our community and more responsibility to get our most vulnerable people into a
worthwhile life is a goal I would love to see rather than organizing festivals and concerts.
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What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 128
Response ID: 1254653
First Name: Kate
Last Name: Patterson
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
The proposed rates increase by the council in the short term is outrageously high. So many members
of the Rotorua District can hardly afford to pay the rents and or rates that they currently pay. Such a
hige increase will put more people out of homes!!

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
As above the priposed Rates increases are far too high. Perhaps the projects need to be spread out
more over time to spread the rates increase rather than having such a huge jump in rates as
proposed by the council for the next year or two!!
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Submitter Number: 129
Response ID: 1254902
First Name: Katie
Last Name: Mayes
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool,
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?
Expecting homeowners to find $19,000 in one hit is unreasonable. Many of the water quality issues
come from other lakes. All the community needs to shoulder more responsibility for reticulated
sewage.

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?
Developers should contribute to required services and all facilities as this is part of the value being
captured by the developer

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
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Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?
Rural communities are not receiving the same level of benefit from facilities as others and business
will see the most benefit from the proposed investment in tourist and other facilities - business
should therefore contribute more.

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 2 - Reduce further or increase the UAGC
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Your thoughts?
The majority of services provided by council are enjoyed by all properties and it is equitable to
increase the UAGC to reflect this.

Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 130
Response ID: 1255361
First Name: Kathy
Last Name: Shi
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Your thoughts?
Put coffee shop first, not reroofing, repaint it first.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater
services, Development contribution will be charged per property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
First to think about the where the money from, to charge the accommodation per night to get more
funding to support our local council.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
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Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 131
Response ID: 1255383
First Name: Margaret
Last Name: Pryce
Organisation:

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded;
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and
acceptable payment options
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates
across all households receiving service.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg
0.3% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
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Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
Your thoughts?

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market,
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase.
Your thoughts?

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa
How do we fund a CCO?
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the
CBD. Avg increase of $100.
Your thoughts?

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:

What would you with the differentials?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0.
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00
Your thoughts?
What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
Further Comments:
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Submitter Number: 132
Response ID: 1255458
First Name: Colin
Last Name: Dittmer
Organisation: Individual

What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m
Your thoughts?
Take the foot off the pedal of increasing debt.

What would you do for our Museum?
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable
Your thoughts?
Time to to cut the white Elephant loose.

What would you do for Tarawera?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction.
Your thoughts?

How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities?
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities.
Your thoughts?

Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property
Your thoughts?

What would you do for the Lakefront?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement
Your thoughts?
Take the foot off the pedal of increasing debt.

What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken.
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Your thoughts?
Don't try and fix what's not broken.

What would you do for Kuirau Park?
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area
being undertaken.
Your thoughts?
Take the foot off the pedal of increasing debt.

Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase)
How do we fund a CCO?
Your thoughts?
You fail to state what the $250,000 will be required for without a cco.

What would you with our Pensioner Housing?
Option 3 - Status quo.
Your thoughts?

Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy:
Affordability for who ?
Most of the preferred Council options are going to lead to financial hardship and mortgagee sales for
residential home owners who have mortgages.

What would you with the differentials?
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review.
Your thoughts?

What would you do with the UAGC?
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value.
Your thoughts?
The question is floored, option 2 is an oxymoron. All rate content should be based on the UAGC
model; why should one person living in a $800,000 home pay more than 4 people living in a
$400,000 home ?
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Further Comments:
I feel that more maintenance and less construction of new toys is required by council.
There has been talk about increasing the councils assets.
An asset is something you own freehold, not ever increasing debt for unnecessary projects forced on
to rate payers.
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